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Abstract/Summary 
 
The paper is dealing with a proposal first made by Ivancic, Fox and Diewert (Ottawa Group Meeting 
in Neuchâtel 2009) to create transitive indices by averaging direct (not chained) Fisher indices which 
themselves, however, are known to lack transitivity. To require transitivity means that all indirect 
comparisons between A and B (via C etc.) are consistent with the [only] direct one, viz. PAB. This 
restrictive property appears justified in the international framework – for which the original GEKS 
methodology was devised –, but it may be called in question as "over-ambitious" in the intertemporal 
situation where only some indirect comparisons are relevant, viz. those between adjacent intervals as 
they are used in the chain index method.  
It is misleading to describe the task as removal of "chain drift" because here (as in the problem GEKS 
dealt with) no chain indices are involved but only direct Fisher price indices.  
There are three types of index functions in the order of increasing complexity and data requirements, 
chain indices t0P , direct indices P0t, and GEKS indices (where the formula also encompasses besides 
P0t a number of additional direct indices of the P0k and Pkt type). So when it suffices to provide the 
chain-index-type of indirect intertemporal comparisons (over a sequence of adjacent intervals, like 0-
1-2-3-4…rather than also indirect comparisons of the sort 0-5-3-8-2 …) it seems to be reasonable to 
confine onselef with the least demanding chain indices. To advocate (R)GEKS in favour of chain 
indices on the other hand requires good arguments as to their (alleged) advantages. However, we can-
not see them, but see many disadvantages of the (R)GEKS approach instead.  
As various values can be chosen for m, the number of periods taken into account in a GEKS index (or 
in RGEKS, its "rolling" variant) provides a number of different (and equally legitimate) indices Pst for 
comparing the same two periods, s and t (by contrast to the other two index types which both yield a 
definite result here) leaving it open what should be viewed as the (?) "drift free" index series. The 
RGEKS method (of which the chain index is the special case of m = 2) is designed to avoid the re-
computing of previously computed indices P0t or Pst (s > 0) when a new period t+1 becomes available 
(a problem not arising with the other two index types). It does so, however, at the price of losing the 
transitivity property of GEKS (for a given m). Moreover, just like chain indices RGEKS indices de-
pend on the frequency of updating, they can display fluctuations around a positively or negatively 
sloped trend when price movement is cyclical and has no trend and they can remain unchanged be-
tween two periods, s and t, although prices in s and t are different, and rightly reflected by Pst  1. 
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1. Introduction  
The paper is dealing with a proposal first made by Ivancic, Fox and Diewert (2009)1 - or IFD 
for short - to handle the transitivity problem with chain indices (chained price indices in par-
ticular). The problem arose in the context of high-frequency (weekly, monthly) chaining of 
unit values and price indices based on scanner data. In order to ensure transitivity IFD pro-
posed to adopt methods, initially developed for international comparisons, where transitivity 
is of paramount interest. The method in question to gain transitivity is known as GEKS-
method, an acronym alluding to the four inventors of the method, Gini, Eltetö, Köves, and 
Szulc.2 Also in use are the names RGEKS, RWGEKS, or RYGEKS, meaning "rolling", "roll-
ing window", or "rolling year" GEKS. "Rolling" refers to a kind of moving average methodol-
ogy, adopted in order to cope with the problem that GEKS indices are incomparable when 
calculated from time series of different length.  
                                                 
1 Lorraine Ivancic, Kevin J. Fox, W. Erwin Diewert, Scanner Data, Time Aggregation and the Construction of 
Price Indexes, May 2009 (Ottawa Group Meeting in Neuchâtel). 
2 In the literature the practice to mention Gini in addition to EKS only came in use a bit later. IFD prefer to use 
the acronym GEKS (Gini - Eltetö - Köves - Szulc), however, GEKS is also used for "Generalized GEKS" where 
m normalized country weights are assigned to the m countries (see von der Lippe (2007), p. 554). Also the Dutch 
van Ijzeren 1956 is sometimes quoted as an inventor of this method. While the GEKS method is using Fisher-
indices P
F
, another method of deriving transitive parities, the CCD method (Caves - Christensen - Diewert) is 
built on Törnqvist indices P
T
. 
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The paper examines the properties of the GEKS-approach to make a series of transitive indi-
ces GEKSt0P  from non- transitive direct Fisher price indices 
F
t0P .
3  
Some problems with that method are quite obvious. To begin with the derivation of the 
GEKS-index-formula requires a time reversible index, like Ft0P  (because  
1F
t0
F
0t PP

 ) as "raw 
material" for the GEKS-formula.4 In such index functions like P
F
 use is made of quantities of 
both periods, q0 and qt in a symmetric fashion.5 Ideally both q's should refer to the same col-
lection of goods. This may be less of a problem with a chained Fisher index where only 
"links", referring to adjacent periods, such as F01
F
1 PP  , 
F
12
F
2 PP   etc. are needed to create a 
"chain" Ft
F
2
F
1
F
t0 P...PPP   by multiplying the links. By contrast, the direct index, say 
F
06P  is 
much more difficult to compile, because it requires in period t = 6 quantities q6 and q0 and not 
only quantities q6 and q5, so that to ensure identity of goods may well prove problematic. And 
the GEKS method is even more difficult to implement, as calculating EKS06P  makes it necessary 
to have not only the direct index F06P  but also a number of additional direct indices like 
F
01P , 
F
16P , 
F
02P ,
F
26P  … as factors in the formula for 
GEKS
06P .  
So we may conclude as a first result that we have three kinds of index numbers in the order of 
increasing complexity and data requirements: first a chain index F6
F
2
F
1
F
06 P...PPP  , then the di-
rect index F06P ,
6 and finally the GEKS-index GEKS06P , as a geometric mean of a number of such 
direct Fisher price indices. Hence GEKS indices are considerably more complicated than any-
thing else, and possibly unduly complex if you try to infer their properties and to give an easy 
to understand interpretation to empirical results gained with them.  
This may trigger the quite obvious question: is GEKS06P  really so much better than 
F
06P  (or also 
F
06P ) to justify this extra expense. To mention it right at the outset: the "message" of this paper 
is, that they are not worth coping with all these difficulties.  
Moreover as a second result we may state, that there is no unique GEKS-index for any two 
periods compared, say 0 and 3. The result for GEKS03P  from a series going from 0 to 3 (so that m 
= 4 periods are involved), that is 
GEKS
)4m(03P   for example, will in general differ from the GEKS 
index for the same two periods, 0 and 3 when it is calculated from a series going to t = 4 or t = 
                                                 
3 In what follows the first subscript denotes the base, the second the reference period. The superscript denotes the 
kind of index function. A chain index is distinguished from the corresponding direct index of the same type and 
for the same interval by a bar. Our notation is a bit different from IFD's notation: IFD use P(i/j) as "level in i 
relative to j" in the sense of our symbols Pji. In IFD's notation we have e.g. the vector P(j) = [P(1/j)  P(2/j) … 
P(15/j)] when 15 months are considered (a preferred application of GEKS in IFD). This would be in our notation 
P(A) = [PAA PAB PAC …]. 
4 Note that transitivity implies identity and time reversibility, but the converse is not true (for which P
F
 may serve 
as a good example). 
5 This is in no small measure quite demanding as far as the data requirements are concerned. Other time reversal 
indices would be the Törnqvist index P
T
 - as in the above mentioned CCD method - or the Walsh index (P
W
). To 
my knowledge nobody yet studied the formulas we would get with a the GEKS method based on a much simpler 
(and thus possibly more readily available) index, like Laspeyres P
L
 which, however, fails the time reversal test. 
6 Note that for the chain index it is only necessary to have quantities for the same goods referring only to two 
adjacent periods at a time. This precisely is what is seen as one of the major advantages of chain indices. With 
them it is easier to handle the withdrawal of old and entry of new goods. in an index. However, this advantage 
vanishes in an GEKS index. The GEKS formula, say for P06 requires availability of fully comparable quantities 
q0, q1, …, q6, rendering it much less convenient an index design than the chain index formula.  
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5 etc. with consequently m = 5 or m = 6 etc. periods involved, so that GEKS )5m(03P   will differ from 
GEKS
)4m(03P  , and 
EKS
)6m(03P   will again differ from 
EKS
)5m(03P   as well as 
EKS
)4m(03P   etc.  
Furthermore it turns out that the GEKS formulas become ever more complicated the longer 
the time series from which they are calculated (the greater m is). Of course all these indices 
for comparing 3 to 0 are equally legitimate and one as well reasoned as the other. Thus the 
GEKS method fails to provide a unique "drift-free" series of index numbers, unless m is fixed.  
In order to overcome such difficulties and work uniformly with a fixed m it became common 
to combine the GEKS method with a "rolling" device so that the calculation is based on peri-
ods 0 to period m-1, then from 1 to m, from 2 to m+1 etc. The properties of such a modifica-
tion of the GEKS method deserve a careful scrutiny. It does not come as a surprise, for exam-
ple, that (unlike "standard" GEKS-indices) a series of rolling GEKS indices no longer satisfies 
transitivity(the property which to guarantee was the very purpose of developing the GEKS 
method). By adopting a "rolling" procedure the GEKS method also comes closer to a chain 
index, which is known for its "chain drift" (intransitivity). It may be interesting to note that the 
usual chain indices are just the limiting case of m = 2 of a rolling GEKS index. 
Finally it is known from simulations and empirical studies that GEKS-indices may well yield 
some awkward and counter-intuitive results (in no small measure resulting from the generally 
known shortcomings of high-frequent chaining). It is well known in particular, that a chain 
index may rise or decline beyond limits undulating around a trend when the price movement 
follows a regular cycle without a trend, however. We will see (and demonstrate in a numerical 
example) that this is true also for an RGEKS index, when the length m of the window is dif-
ferent from (a multiple of) the length of the cycle. 
The structure of this note therefore is as follows: It appears useful to start in sec. 2 with some 
explanations concerning the notion of "transitivity". The relatively short sec. 3 presents the 
various quite complicated formulas used to derive the GEKS indices from bilateral Fisher 
price indices Ft0P . It may be confusing but the formula of 
GEKS
t0P  can be written in many equiva-
lent ways. In sec. 4 we demonstrate in more detail the complexity of the GEKS formulas, and 
the relations between them. In sec. 5 we take a closer look at the "rolling" methodology, and 
sec. 6 makes reference to some empirical results, and draws some conclusions. 
The sections 2, 4, and 5 are the most important ones. A particularly detailed discussion of the 
notion of transitivity in sec. 2 may (hopefully) shed some light on the question: do we really 
need the GEKS approach in the intertemporal framework and why shouldn't the simpler chain 
indices do the job just as well? And sec. 4 and 5 contain the bulk of our criticism as regards 
GEKS-indices, and RGEKS-indices respectively.  
Hence some details concerning the three sections (sec. 2, 4 and 5) seem to be opportune to be 
mentioned already right now. Ironically transitivity may be considered more essential a quality 
in the case of international rather than intertemporal comparisons.7 This seems to be "ironical" 
only at first glance, because in the case of m countries there is no natural order, whereas with 
periods in time 0 precedes 1, which in turn precedes 2 etc. (a fact exploited in the idea of 
chaining). On the other hand this means that many more reasonable indirect comparisons are 
possible in the case of countries, when no natural order exists. And this is just what transitiv-
ity is about. In essence transitivity requires that all sorts of indirect comparisons between any 
two situations yield the same result; for example between countries say A and B via country 
                                                 
7 A transitive international comparison between any four countries, say A, B, C, and D, means that the direct 
parity PAB coincides with all sorts of indirect parities as for example PACPCB or PADPDCPCB etc. 
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C, or via countries D and F. In intertemporal comparisons, however, not all indirect compari-
sons appear equally meaningful. We may compare t = 0 with t = 3 via periods 1 and 2 (as done 
in a chain index), but with good reasons we will refrain from comparing 0 to 3 via periods in 
the future, like 5 or 6. So it is not surprising that transitivity is more important when dealing 
with countries rather than points (or intervals) in time, and that in the intertemporal frame-
work a "need" for transitivity may well be questioned.8  
Against this backdrop it is not at all a matter of course to view transitivity desirable in an in-
tertemporal context and to consider a method designed for international comparisons to be 
transferable without modifications into the intertemporal situation.  
Hence it appears useful to provide a more detailed analysis of the notion of "transitivity" (as 
done in sec. 2), because transitivity is the central concern in the GEKS-method. In this context 
it is also appropriate to recall the sometimes obscured relationship between "chaining" and 
"chainability" (as a synonym for transitivity). It sounds strange but a chain index is gained 
from chaining (multiplying links) but it is not "chainable". It is rather path dependent instead, 
and path dependence is just the very opposite of transitivity. 
After presenting the GEKS formulas in sec. 3 we try to make clear in sec. 4 that the formulas 
(and the relations between them) are indeed quite complicated. They become more and more 
complicated, the greater the number m of periods taken into account for compiling such an 
index.9 GEKS indices are in essence weighted geometric means of a number of Fisher indices 
relating to periods 0, 1, …, t. Moreover, when a new period t + 1 appears two problems arise 
 to update the index: the relationship between GEKSt0P  and 
GEKS
1t,0P   is more complicated than 
with chain indices where only a "link" Pt,t+1 = Pt+1 is needed to form 1tt01t,0 PPP   : to 
proceed for example from the series of indices P01, P02, P03, with m = 4 periods (0, 1, 2, 
3) to m = 5 periods with a new period t = 4 you need no less than four new direct indices 
F
04P , 
F
14P , 
F
24P , and 
F
34P  to calculate P04(m=5) from P03(m=4) which requires data for no less 
(in order to update F03P  to 
F
04P  the only "new" index needed is 
F
4
F
34 PP  ),  
  you should also, as a second task, re-calculate all former indices because P01(m=5)  
P01(m=4), P02(m=5)  P02(m=4) etc.10 (there is no such re-calculation with direct or chain in-
dices; this is a typical GEKS task; once Ft0P  is given there is no need to review 
F
1t,0P  , 
F
2t,0P   etc. (and the same is true for the direct index 
F
t0P ). 
It is just this need to re-calculate all previously compiled indices once a new period t + 1 ap-
pears, which gave rise to the "rolling" method to be discussed in sec. 5. By "rolling" we get rid 
of this task but unfortunately also of transitivity, the reason for which GEKS was made. 
Moreover nothing can be offered in the ways of a theory for the choice of m, the length 
(width) of the "window". It is hardly more than a convention when IFD recommend a window 
                                                 
8 By the way, this explains also why in our view also country reversibility (ensuring a unique parity between any 
two countries) is much better motivated than the famous "time reversal test". 
9 We call this number m (by analogy to the number of countries in the GEKS method). With a time series and 
periods 0, 1, 2, …, t the number m usually is m = t+1. 
10 "…when a new period of data becomes available all of the previous period parities must be recomputed" (IFD, 
p. 22). Note also that other indices will also change (although they may not be so interesting as P01, P02, …), for 
example P13(m=5)  P13(m=4). When a new period 6 (in a series going from 0 to 5) is added to the time series, not 
only all 5 indices P01, P02, … P05 (but also ten other indices like P14, or P35 etc.) will change. Note that the re-
calculation of indices of the past (what we called the "second task") does not apply to chain indices, as there all 
former indices remain unchanged when a new period becomes available. 
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of m = 13 months. Given that different choices of m may be made the rolling as well as the 
standard GEKS method is unable to provide an unequivocal empirical result (by contrast to 
direct and chain indices). The method rather provides many different results as there are many 
different m's which to choose would be equally acceptable.  
This brings us to the problem of defining the notion of "drift". IFD extensively made use of 
the concept of "drift" and of a "drift free" index. The term "drift" requires a well defined target 
track from which the actual track is "drifting" away. "Drift" in the context of chain indices 
usually means the extent to which a chain index like Ft0P  differs from the corresponding direct 
index ( Ft0P ). So the function 
F
t0
F
t0
PF
t0 PPD   is known as drift-function for a Fisher price index. 
However, given that the GEKS method aims at a transitive index the direct Fisher index Ft0P  
which is not transitive cannot possibly serve as the target from which another index (which 
index?) is said to "drift" away. So "drift" in this case can only be meant as divergence of Ft0P  
(and interestingly, now also of Ft0P ) from the index 
GEKS
t0P . The problem, however, is – as al-
ready mentioned – that there is not the unique GEKSt0P  but a number of different 
GEKS
)m(t0P  indices 
depending on m, the periods taken into account.  
2. Transitivity and "chain drift" 
Although IFD speak of "chain drift"11 their problem is a general transitivity issue of indices, 
irrespective of whether chain indices or direct indices12 are involved. To exhibit a "drift" in 
the case of a chain index is only one of several aspects (or better, consequences, of non-
transitivity. It is useful to make a distinction between three different situations in comparing 
indices 
 first index 
direct chain 
se
co
n
d
 
in
d
ex
 direct 3 1 
chain 1 2 
The common feature of all three variants of the same underlying intransitivity problem is that 
there is only one way of comparing two things directly13 but as a rule there are many ways to 
compare them indirectly (via some third thing and by multiplying) and intransitivity (or "drift" 
if you like) is given when any one of the many indirect comparisons (no matter which one) 
diverges from the unique direct one.  
Transitivity in this general definition covers the following three phenomena  
1. Drift as divergence of a chain index from a direct index: the term "chain drift" is in gen-
eral used in the sense that a chain-index t,1t1201t0 P...PPP   (or simply t21t0 P...PPP  ) is 
drifting away from its  corresponding direct index P0t such that  
                                                 
11 The term "chain drift" (instead of in-transitivity) seems to be misleading and seems to be used in the GEKS-
literature simply as a synonym for intransitivity. Initially I thought the topic of the IFD-Paper would be about 
chain indices. This came as a surprise, because the GEKS method was not devised for chain indices but to rem-
edy the in-transitivity of direct (not chained) Fisher indices.  
12 A "direct" index P0t is comparing two periods, 0 and t directly, using solely prices and quantities of these two 
periods and not also of intermediate periods, 1, 2, … , t-1 as this is usually done in the case of chain indices. 
13 We are disregarding for the moment the problem that a choice has to be made among a great variety of formu-
las (for example of Fisher, Laspeyres, Paasche etc.) for direct indices.  
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(1) t21t0 P...PPP  t0P (the term t0t0t0 PPDP   may be called "drift" of the price in-
dex in question, and this definition may apply to all sorts of chain indices, e.g. for Ft0P as 
compared to Ft0P ). As a consequence in particular the chain index can well fail the multi-
period identity (or circular) test 1P00   (while the direct index satisfies, as P00 = 1).
14  
2. Comparison of chain indices that differ in terms of partitioning of the interval and fre-
quency of chaining: transitivity requires the result for an interval [0,t] to be the same no 
matter how it is subdivided (partitioned) into two [0,s], [s,t],15 three [0,r], [r,s], [s,t], or 
more sub-intervals, that is 
(1) P0t = P0sPst = P0rPrtsPst  (for all values of r, s,…).  
The word "all" here cannot be emphasized too much. 
A distinction now should be made between 
2a. The same interval but different frequencies (of updating): It is easy to see that e.g. the 
Laspeyres index (t = 4) is not transitive in the following sense  
 (2) 













22
24
00
02*L
04
33
34
22
23
11
12
00
01L
04
qp
qp
qp
qp
P
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
P . 
 This will be demonstrated in a numerical example in the appendix. Note also that both 
chain indices L04P , and 
*L
04P will in general differ (or "drift away") from the direct index 
 0004L04 qpqpP  (a fact that refers back to point 1).  
 Interestingly it will be shown that, what we observed regarding L04P , and 
*L
04P  as chain 
indices applies also to GEKS indices 
 Another situation is 
2b. The same frequency (of updating) but different partitions of the interval: if the kind of 
chaining is the same (i.e. they are uniformly annually or biannually chained and use is 
made of the same formula for the links) then any16 type of chain index fulfills  
 (3) rtr0sts0t0 PPPPP   when t,1t2s,1s1s,ssts,1s1201s0 P...PPP  and  ,P...PPP    
 "by construction". This should be kept distinct from the "chain drift" (discussed above 
under 1), that is the fact, that a chain index t0P  is in general not "chainable", although 
gained by multiplying (also known as "chaining" or "chainlinking").  
3. Intransitivity also arises when only direct indices are involved. This may better be dem-
onstrated in the interspatial (e.g. international) case with countries A, B, C, … For exam-
ple a (direct) Fisher index comparing two countries, A and B is given by 
                                                 
14 When for all prices pi0 = pit applies, i = 1, … , n, then the index should yield P0t = 1. Some authors define 
"chain drift" as violation of identity. It should be kept in mind that a chain index may violate identity (or more 
general proportionality) although its "links" (link indices) Pt-1,t are index functions that are able to meet these 
criteria.  
15 The original notion of the "intercalation" criterion in index numbers (as "transitivity" formerly was called) was 
the idea that the two figures for the two half-year results should be consistent with the result for the full year. We 
may say then that s "intercalates" the interval [0,t] to form the two sub-intervals [0,s], [s,t]. Likewise the twelve 
figures for months and the four figures for quarters should be consistent with the result for the year as a whole. 
16 Therefore no superscript L (for Laspeyres) is involved in eq. 3. 
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BA
AB
AB
BA
AB
AA
BBF
AB
'
'
V
'
'
'
'
P
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
 , 
where vector notation is used, and VAB is the "value ratio". Multiplied (or "chained") in-
direct comparisons via C as a "third country" will give a different results 
F
AB
BCCA
CBAC
AB
BCCAAA
BBCBACF
CB
F
AC)C(
F
AB P
)'()'(
)'()'(
V
)'()'()'(
)'()'()'(
PPPˆ 






qpqp
qpqp
qpqpqp
qpqpqp
,  
such that (1) is violated because here FCB
F
AC
F
AB PPP  . In a similar vein we have 
F
AB
BDDA
DBAD
AB
F
DB
F
AD)D(
F
AB P
)'()'(
)'()'(
VPPPˆ 



qpqp
qpqp
, and FAB
F
DB
F
CD
F
AC)D,C(
F
AB PPPPPˆ  .  
So (direct) Fisher parities are clearly not transitive.17 And it is this problem for which the 
GEKS method is designed.18 
Point 3 is, however, not totally unrelated to situation 1 where we rightly speak of "chain drift". 
The reason is that the third concept clearly is the most general one of the three. The problems 
(1) and (2) would not occur with a transitive link indices (factors) in the chain (the product of 
such factors). For example with a Lowe index P
Lo
 as link, we get  













qp
qp
P
qp
qp
qp
qp
P
qp
qp
...
qp
qp
qp
qp
P
0
4Lo
04
2
4
0
2*Lo
04
3
4
1
2
0
1Lo
04  instead of (2), and the 
same is true with the transitive unweighted index n
0i
itJ
t0
p
p
P   of Jevons.  
It should be noted, that transitivity is tantamount to imposing very restrictive conditions on the 
matrix19 













tt1t0t
t11110
t00100
PPP
PPP
PPP




P , to be more precise: they require P to be singular (so that 
0P ),20 which brings us quite naturally to the question: Are these conditions possibly un-
necessarily restrictive? I think they are indeed. 
In the interspatial case (countries A, B, … ) it appears legitimate to consider all possible indi-
rect comparisons equally important. It may be difficult if not impossible to decide that com-
paring France with Spain via Italy (so that PFS = PFIPIS holds) might be more reasonable than 
comparing France with Spain via Greece (so that PFS  PFGPGS may well be tolerable if only 
PFS = PFIPIS holds).21 By contrast in the intertemporal case we have good reasons to view some 
                                                 
17 Transitivity (concerning multinational comparisons) requires that all indirect comparisons between any two 
countries, A and B obtained by using other countries, like C as link should be equal to the direct index. 
18 IFD unfortunately spoke of "chain drift". I call this "unfortunately" because in this case (that is the EKS or 
GEKS method to make international comparisons transitive) originally no chain index was involved.  
19 Cf. von der Lippe (2007), p. 76 (I owe this insight concerning the matrix P to Pfouts).  
20 It can easily be seen that this is true if Pij = PikPkj and therefore also Pii = 1 and Pij = 1/Pji. 
21 With real indices (as opposed to the indices in P where P = 0) this may well be possible, because it makes a 
difference whether we take an Italian or a Greek "basket" of consumer goods. So transitivity is in fact very (or 
unduly) restrictive. 
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indirect comparisons more important than other ones. For example we may argue that it seems 
reasonable to compare 2013 to 2010 indirectly only in one manner, viz. via 2011 and 2012 as 
done in chain indices, and that all other possible indirect comparisons, e.g. via 1868 and 2018 
may be pointless. Thus, as aforesaid the intertemporal situation is different from the interna-
tional one in that only some specific indirect comparisons, but not all need to be consistent.  
In view of the reduced number of meaningful indirect comparisons in the intertemporal case 
one may ask: Is there an index function P for which holds P0t = P0sPst but at the same time not 
P0t = P0rPrt (so that P0t  P0rPrt), so that some, but not all indirect comparisons are consistent in 
the sense of yielding the same result. To my knowledge the answer can only be no. Either all 
possible indirect comparisons are consistent and coincide with the direct index, or they are 
not. We only have index functions which are "full fledged" transitive or intransitive, there is 
no such thing as partial transitivity in between. One single inequality, as for example 
F
AB
F
DB
F
AD PPP   (and thus the existence of a drift 1PPˆ
F
AB
F
)D(AB   where 
F
DB
F
AD
F
)D(AB PPPˆ  ) is suffi-
cient to consider the index function (Fisher in this case) intransitive altogether. In this situa-
tion we can make a choice among two strategies to avoid ambiguity: 
1. We may require "full" transitivity, which clearly seems more desirable in the interspatial 
case than in the intertemporal, or 
2. we decide to make things unequivocal despite intransitivity, by simply declaring one 
(and only one) indirect comparison as the only "legitimate" one, for example P06 = 
P01P12 … P56 with the consequence of discarding all other possible indirect comparisons 
(e.g. P05P52P26) as well as the (only) direct comparison (i.e. the direct index), that is we 
regard P01P12 … P56 as the "correct" index rather than P06. 
The second strategy amounts to the chain index approach in the intertemporal framework, and 
to the minimum spanning tree (MST) method in international comparisons. The selection of a 
unique sequence of indirect comparisons is based on chronology (providing a uniquely deter-
mined sequence of equally spaced adjacent intervals) in the case of chain indices, or on the 
similarity of weight-structures (e.g. consumption patterns in a CPI) in the MST case. The 
MST can be viewed as the "international" counterpart of the "intertemporal" chain index. 
Though the transitivity problem is not really solved (which appears acceptable as no "full" 
transitivity is required) by such a method, we at least got rid of the (from intransitivity) ensu-
ing ambiguity, and this may be good enough as a result.  
In intertemporal comparisons a sequence of adjacent and equally long intervals is clearly a 
more "natural" choice than any other indirect comparison. So chain indices cover the only 
practically important type of indirect comparisons. They are much simpler to implement than 
GEKS indices and this may well be more important a criterion than the fact that with GEKS 
indices some additional (and less relevant) indirect comparisons can consistently be made. In 
my view a sensible position regarding GEKS indices therefore is: search for their (preferably) 
significant advantages over chain indices and if you can't find them be satisfied with the much 
simpler chain indices.22  
                                                 
22 In the case, they are found unsatisfactory; it might perhaps be a better idea to strive at a "pure" comparison 
with an appropriate direct index than to follow the RGEKS methodology.  
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3. Formulas for the GEKS index 
3.1. A host of formulas for the same thing 
Transitive GEKS parities are gained from averaging over all binary comparisons as regards 
prices or quantities respectively of m countries to be compared (GEKS and related methods 
like CCD therefore may be viewed as "generalizations of binary comparisons" (Balk). The 
problem of GEKS indices is firstly, that many apparently different and complicated formulas 
exist for them which in actual fact amount to the same and secondly that the derivation of the 
GEKS-parity by minimising the distance     2
i k ik
F
ik
P,...,P
PPlnPlnmin
m1
   is rarely spelled out 
in detail,23 so that the interpretation and rationale of GEKS might not be easily and well un-
derstood. 
With m countries the GEKS parity between k (base country) and j (comparison country) is 
given by 
(4) 
m/1
i
F
ik
F
ij
m/1
F
mk
F
mj
F
k2
F
j2
F
k1
F
j1GEKS
kj
P
P
P
P
...
P
P
P
P
P

















  , 
which is due to the country reversal test24 FAB
F
BA P1P   equivalent to  
(4a) 
m/1
i
F
ij
F
ki
GEKS
kj PPP 





  and 
(4b) 
m/1
i
F
ij
i
F
ki
GEKS
kj PPP 





  . 
We demonstrate this with m = 3 countries A, B, and C (k = A, j = C); then (4a) is 
(4a*) 
3/1
Ci
F
CC
F
AC
Bi
F
BC
F
AB
Ai
F
AC
F
AA
GEKS
AC PPPPPPP











 3 FBCFAB
2F
AC PPP , and (4b) is  
(4b*)      3 FBCFAB
2F
AC
3/1F
CC
F
BC
F
AC
F
AC
F
AB
F
AA
GEKS
AC PPPPPPPPPP  . 
Because of the time reversibility (4) can also be written as  
(4c) 
m/1
F
jm
F
km
F
2j
F
2k
F
1j
F
1kGEKS
kj
P
P
...
P
P
P
P
P








 ,  
and in the three countries example a presentation of the P
GEKS
 formula analogous to (4) is 
3/1
F
CA
F
CC
F
BA
F
BC
F
AA
F
ACGEKS
AC
P
P
P
P
P
P
P 





 , and to (4c) respectively 
3/1
F
CC
F
AC
F
CB
F
AB
F
CA
F
AAGEKS
AC
P
P
P
P
P
P
P 





 . 
Translated into the intertemporal context the equivalent of eq. 4b is  
(5)  
m/1
0t Tt
F
tT
F
t0
2F
T0
GEKS
T0 PPPP 





  
 
, 
                                                 
23 See for example von der Lippe (2007), p. 555. 
24 This is the interspatial counterpart to the time reversal test. 
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which appears to be quite convenient (though, as shown above, there exist many other equiva-
lent formulas). So for example with three periods 0 and 2) we have (m = 3) 
(5a)  3 F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
02 PPPP  ,  
derived from (4b) m
i i
F
ij
F
ki PP   = 3 F22F12F02F02F01F00 PPPPPP   which simplifies to (5a) as Pkk = 1. 
Another quite interesting way to present the formulas for GEKS indices can be found in tab. 2 
below. 
3.2. What makes the indices transitive? 
It now also can easily be verified that the GEKS index meets transitivity25 Taking three peri-
ods, 0, 1 and 2 we get  3 F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
02 PPPP  and  
(5b)    3 F02F10
2F
12
3 F
21
F
02
2F
01
GEKS
12
GEKS
01 PPPPPPPP  ,  
the RHS of this eq. of course is    3 F02F
01
2F
12F
12
F
02
2F
01 P
P
1
P
P
1
PP  which in fact is equal to GEKS02P .  
Note that the GEKS indices differ from the corresponding direct and chain indices. For exam-
ple    3 F02
2F
02
3 F
12
F
01
2F
02
GEKS
02 PPPPPP   differs from both, 
F
02P  and 
F
12
F
01
F
02 PPP  . 
Eqs. 4b and 5b also explain why GEKS indices are transitive. It is well known that an index 
P0t is transitive when it can be written as a ratio of some sort of absolute levels, P0t = t/0. 
So we have from (5b)  
)3m(0
)3m(2
3 F
20
F
10
F
00
3 F
22
F
12
F
023 F
12
F
01
2F
02
GEKS
)3m(02
PPP
PPP
PPPP





 , and in the same manner 
we can write 
)3m(0
)3m(1
3 F
20
F
10
F
00
3 F
21
F
11
F
01GEKS
)3m(01
PPP
PPP
P





 , and GEKS )3m(12P   = 
)3m(1
)3m(2
3 F
21
F
11
F
01
3 F
22
F
12
F
02
PPP
PPP




 , so that nu-
merator and denominator can be viewed as geometric means (or price levels). Now it can eas-
ily be verified that GEKS )3m(12
GEKS
)3m(01
GEKS
)3m(02 PPP   . For m > 3 the GEKS indices may of course also 
be viewed as ratios of price levels as follows: 
)4m(0
)4m(1
4 F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
4 F
31
F
21
F
11
F
01GEKS
)4m(01
PPPP
PPPP
P





 , and GEKS )5m(01P   
written as (in analogy to (4b)) as product  
(6)   )5m(1
1
)5m(0
5 F
41
F
31
F
21
F
11
F
01
5 F
04
F
03
F
02
F
01
F
00
GEKS
)5m(01 PPPPPPPPPPP 

  . 
3.3. GEKS and chain indices 
With m = 2 the index 
F
01
GEKS
)2m(01 PP  can also be viewed as ratio of price levels )2m(0)2m(1    
which are defined as F01
GEKS
)2m(01
2 F
10
F
00
2 F
11
F
01
)2m(0
)2m(1
PP
PP
PP






 in line with a general definition of the 
"level" m F k,1m
F
k2
F
k1
F
k0)m(k P...PPP  . That chain indices may be seen as a limiting case of GEKS 
                                                 
25 GEKS parities also have some other useful properties. They pass the factor reversal test. which can, however, 
no longer be assumed if P
F
 is replaced by another index function such as Törnquist P
T
 (in the CCD method). 
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indices will yet become clearer when we look at the rolling GEKS method. With m = 2  we 
cannot express GEKS )2m(02P   covering more than two periods, viz. 0, 1, and 2. This is where the 
rolling approach has to take place by providing the estimate 12
GEKS
)2m(01
GEKS
)2m(02 LPPˆ   , with a "link" 
(or link index, because it is again a GEKS index) L12 as will be seen later. Hence the usual 
chain index is simply a special variant of the RGEKS index. 
3.4. The ambiguous notion of "drift" 
While the notion of transitivity is quite clear (because there is only one direct index), this does 
not apply, however, to the concept of "drift" or "chain drift", a term unfortunately sometimes 
used synonymously to transitivity. "Drift" requires the decision to select a series as the rele-
vant "drift free" or "target" series, and there is more than just one option.  
Note also that F02
F
02 PP   means that the chain index has a drift (measured against the direct 
index F02P ). Here 
F
02P  serves as target. But this cannot be satisfactory, because 
GEKS
02P  also dif-
fers from F02P , and thus has a drift too (when measured against the direct index
26). Thus with 
GEKS-indices divergence from the corresponding direct index cannot be the criterion. On the 
other hand as there are many values of m possible we may also define many GEKS indices as 
"drift free". There does not seem to be the "target" index against which a "drift" is defined. 
Can we circumvent the problem to define a definite "target" by saying that GEKS02P  is "drift free" 
because GEKS12
GEKS
01
GEKS
02 PPP  ? This cannot be a solution for the simple reason that the much 
simpler chain index formula also satisfies F2
F
1
F
12
F
01
F
02 PPPPP  , the equivalent equation.
27 
Transitivity the outstanding feature of GEKS indices implies more than just this kind of indi-
rect comparison between 0 an 2. But is this an advantage? Are the potentially feasible addi-
tional indirect comparisons relevant and worth being considered in practice? Moreover transi-
tivity of GEKS indices is only given for indices with a common m. For example  
  GEKS )3m(12GEKS )3m(014 F32F03F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
)4m(02 PPPPPPPP    =  3 F32F13F21F02
2F
12
F
01 PPPPPP . 
To sum up: Much like chain indices also GEKS-indices in the last analysis basically combine 
a number of binary indices. By contrast to chain indices, however, the GEKS-method gives us 
many different formulas which yet amount to the same formula, and which are much more 
complicated than the corresponding chain index formulas and which need for their compila-
tion also direct indices referring to periods possibly wide apart and not just adjacent only.  
For those who advocate GEKS-indices this may be well acceptable because such indices are 
designed to provide transitive, or "drift free" index numbers. It remains, however, a problem 
to define "drift free" and it should be noted that "standard" GEKS indices, are transitive only 
within a system of GEKS-indices of a given number m of periods taken into account in form-
ing the GEKS-indices, and that this does not even apply to the so called "rolling" method, that 
is to RGEKS indices. 
                                                 
26 It should be borne in mind that most of what is conceived as index theory (for example in the ways of utility 
maximization on a given preference function etc.) is aimed at a direct index P0t comparing 0 and t.  
27 It is not easy to see why GEKS indices should be preferred over chain indices, when only specific (chain-type) 
indirect temporal comparisons are taken into consideration. The "advantages" of the GEKS approach become 
apparent only when an index, say P08 is considered as generated by "links" like P74 or P36 etc. rather than links 
referring to adjacent periods P01P02…P78 only.  
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4. The (standard) GEKS-formulas are complicated and they depend on m 
The GEKS index consists of 2m – 3 direct Fisher indices when m periods are involved, and 
therefore of 2(2m-3) ratios of sums of price-quantity products, a number which is rapidly 
growing. In the case of m = 15 (as it is preferred by IFD) we have to provide 27 indices and 
this means no less than 54 ratios with different price and quantity vectors for each period (eg. 
month) for which the index is to be compiled. As m increases the GEKS index will become 
ever more complicated and as already mentioned, "…when a new period of data becomes 
available all of the previous period parities must be recomputed" (IFD, p. 22). 
4.1. Complexity of the GEKS-formulas 
We begin with demonstrating how difficult GEKS indices are to implement in that they re-
quire combining quite a few direct Fisher price indices. It may be useful to present an example 
in which all price and quantity vectors are listed that enter a GEKS formula. For example with 
m = 6 the GEKS index to measure a price level P06 is given by 
(7)  6 F52F05F42F04F32F03F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
)6m(02 PPPPPPPPPP   
It is built with 2m – 3 = 12 - 3 = 9 direct Fisher price indices as building blocs which in turn 
are made of 18 indices so that eq. 6 can be written with all 18 ratios of sums of products as 
follows 
(7a) 6
2
'
5
2
'
2
5
'
5
5
'
2
5
'
0
5
'
5
0
'
0
0
'
5
2
'
1
2
'
2
1
'
1
1
'
2
1
'
0
1
'
1
0
'
0
0
'
1
2
'
0
2
'
2
0
'
0
0
'
2GEKS
)6m(02 ...P
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
  
  6 F52F05F12F01
2F
02 PP...PPP  
by contrast to 
2
'
0
2
'
2
0
'
0
0
'
2F
02P
qp
qp
qp
qp
  and 
2
'
1
2
'
2
1
'
1
1
'
2
1
'
0
1
'
1
0
'
0
0
'
1F
02P
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
 . 
In the case of m = 15 we have 2m – 3 = 27 direct Fisher indices and no less than 54 ratios of 
sums of products. The formula 2m – 3 suggests that the transition from m to m + 1 only re-
quires two additional indices because 2 = [2(m+1) – 3] – (2m – 3). With m = 7 instead of m = 
6 we only have the two new factors F06P  and 
F
62P  in  
(7b)  7 F62F06F52F05F42F04F32F03F12F01
2F
02
EKS
)7m(02 PPPPPPPPPPPP   
compared to (7). However, when we move from 
GEKS
)6m(02P   to 
GEKS
)6m(03P  there are some (more pre-
cisely m = 6) more "new" indices in the root  6 F53F05F43F04F23F02F13F01
2F
03
EKS
)6m(03 PPPPPPPPPP  , viz. 
F
03P , 
F
13P . 
F
02P , 
F
23P ,
F
43P , and 
F
53P  . 
More interesting is of course to get an idea of the extra information needed for a GEKS index 
compared to the direct and the chained Fisher index ( Ft0P  and 
F
t0P  respectively). Tab. 1 shows 
that the number of additional indices required by P
GEKS
 depends of course on m, and we need 
two more indices when m increases by one. By contrast in all cases we have the same index 
F
02P  (direct) and 
F
02P =
F
12
F
01PP  (chain index), and these are indices which are among other indices 
also included in the formula of 
GEKS
)m(02P . 
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Table 1 
 
P02(m) as GEKS index 
additional indices compared to 
direct Fisher chain Fisher 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
m= 3 periods 
0, 1, 2 
 3 F12F01
2F
02
EKS
)3(02 PPPP   two: 
F
12
F
01 P,P  one: 
F
02P  
m= 4 periods 
0, 1, 2, 3 
 4 F32F03F12F01
2F
02
EKS
)4(02 PPPPPP   four: 
F
12
F
01 P,P ,
F
32
F
03 P,P  three: 
F
02P ,
F
32
F
03 P,P  
m = 5 periods 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4 
 5 F42F04F32F03F12F01
2F
02
EKS
)5(02 PPPPPPPP   
F
12
F
01 P,P ,
F
32
F
03 P,P
F
42
F
04 P,P  
F
02P ,
F
32
F
03 P,P ,
F
42
F
04 P,P  
The relationship between P0k(m+1) and P0k(m) is quite straightforward: given that t is the addi-
tional (m+1)
th
 period we simply have to multiply by P0tPtk in the (m+1)
th
 root. 
4.2. From P0t to P0,t+1 
As mentioned already to proceed for example from the index P02, calculated with m = 3 peri-
ods (0, 1, 2) to P03, with m = 4 periods (0, 1, 2, 3) a number of additional indices must be 
compiled (it is assumed that m grows accordingly by 1 with every new period t+1). Again it is 
quite obvious that as m increases the GEKS index will become ever more complicated. This is 
demonstrated in table 2, where the general principle of growing complexity can easily be seen.  
Table 2 
 GEKS index (m continually increasing) direct Fisher chained Fisher 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1   F012
2F
01
GEKS
01 PPP   
F
01P  
F
01
F
01 PP   
2  3 F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
)3m(02 PPPP   = 
3 F
02
F
12
F
01
F
02 PPPP = 3 F
02
F
02F
02
P
P
P  
F
02P  
F
12
F
01
F
02 PPP   
3  4 F23F02F13F01
2F
03
GEKS
)4m(03 PPPPPP   = 4 F
02
F
23
F
02
F
02
F
13
F
01F
03
P
PP
P
PP
P  
F
03P  
F
23
F
12
F
01
F
03 PPPP   
4 5
F
04
F
34
F
03
F
04
F
24
F
02
F
04
F
14
F
01F
04
GEKS
)5m(04
P
PP
P
PP
P
PP
PP   
F
04P  
F
34
F
23
F
12
F
01
F
04 PPPPP   
Table 2 ctd. 
t -1  t for GEKSt0P  as compared to 
F
t0P  for 
GEKS
t0P  as compared to 
F
t0P  
1  2 two, viz. F01P , 
F
12P  one only, viz. 
F
02P , 
2  3 four, F01P , 
F
13P , 
F
02P , three: 
F
03P , 
F
02P , 
F
13P  
3  4 six, F01P , 
F
14P , 
F
02P , 
F
24P ,
F
03P , 
F
34P  five: 
F
04P , 
F
02P , 
F
03P , 
F
14P , 
F
24P  
general 
t-1 t 
t-1 of the sort F01P , 
F
02P , …, 
F
1t,0P  ,  
t-1 of the sort Ft1P , 
F
t2P , …, 
F
t,1tP  ,  
altogether 2t -2 
one of the type Ft0P  plus t-2 of the sort 
F
02P , 
F
03P , …, 
F
1t,0P  , and t-2 of the sort 
F
t1P . 
F
t2P , …, 
F
t,2tP  ; in sum: 2t - 3 
Columns 2 and 4 of tab. 2 show that "updating" of a GEKS index (using a recursive formula) 
is considerably more complicated than the same updating procedure in the case of a chain in-
dex. Tab. 3 again makes this quite clear.  
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The second part of tab. 2 shows how many additional direct Fisher indices are needed to up-
date a (standard) GEKS index (where m increases when a new period is added to the time 
series).28  
Table 3 (Updating of indices) 
standard GEKS chain index 
   4
F
02
F
01
F
23
F
13
2F
03
3EKS
)3(02
GEKS
)4(03
PP
PP
PPP   F23
F
02
F
03 PPP   
   5
F
23
F
13
F
03
F
34
F
24
F
14
2F
04
4EKS
)4(03
GEKS
)5(04
PPP
PPP
PPP   F34
F
03
F
04 PPP   
   6
F
34
F
24
F
14
F
04
F
45
F
35
F
25
F
152F
05
5EKS
)5(04
EKS
)6(05
PPPP
PPPP
PPP   F45
F
04
F
05 PPP   
Hence the extra-requirements (in terms of additional index compilations) are considerable 
when we proceed from P03, to P04, etc. with GEKS indices (as opposed to chain indices).  
4.3. Revision of formerly compiled indices P0k (k < t-1) with a new (t
th
) period  
We now come to what we called the second task "…when a new period of data becomes 
available all of the previous period parities must be recomputed" (IFD, p. 22) which is not 
necessary with direct and chained Fisher indices and gave rise to suggesting the "rolling" 
method. Assume we had a series of GEKS)5(t0P  indices with m = 5 and t  4. With t = 5 we now 
can provide the index GEKS)6(05P  which entails, however, that all indices 
GEKS
)5(01P , …, 
EKS
)5(04P , should 
be re-worked to get EKS)6(01P , …, 
EKS
)6(04P . Tab. 4 (overleaf) shows that the relationship between 
these indices is quite simple, and only requires two more indices.29  
Table 4 also shows that we have two equally valid series which will as a rule not coincide. In 
order to have 
GEKS
)6(01P  = 
GEKS
)5(01P  the following relation must hold 
(7) 
5GEKS
)5(01
6GEKS
)6(01F
51
F
05
)P(
)P(
PP  . 
It is most unlikely that such a relation holds true. In what follows we try to show this by look-
ing at some implications of (7). Assume 
GEKS
)5(01P = 
GEKS
)6(01P  = X then eq. 7 amounts to   
(7a) GEKS)5(015
6
F
51
F
05 PX
X
X
PP  .  
And this in turn means that  5 F41F04F31F03F21F02
2F
01
GEKS
)5(01
F
51
F
05 PPPPPPPPPP  .  
In a similar vein 
GEKS
)6(02P  = 
GEKS
)5(02P  is tantamount to 
(7b) F52
F
05PP =  5 F42F04F32F03F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
)5(02 PPPPPPPP  .  
                                                 
28 By contrast in the RGEKS method where m is fixed there is no need for this sort of updating. 
29 It again shows that the number of indices in the root follows the rue 2m – 3 (that is 7 in the case of m = 5) and 
with m+1 instead of m we have two more factors in the (m+1)th root. 
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Taking both equations, 7a and 7b together, we have 
(8)  5 F42F14F32F13F02F10
2F
12
GEKS
)5(01
GEKS
)5(02
F
51
F
52 PPPPPPPPPPP  , and correspondingly 
(8a)  5 F43F24F13F21F03F20
2F
23
GEKS
)5(02
GEKS
)5(03
F
52
F
53 PPPPPPPPPPP   etc. 
The 5
th
 roots in these equations resemble a bit terms we later - that is in the RGEKS context - 
will call "links" L12, L23 etc.  
Table 4 (Re-computing of indices GEKS)5(t0P  (t  4) when t = 5) 
t m = 5 m = 6 
1  5 F41F04F31F03F21F02
2F
01
GEKS
)5(01 PPPPPPPP    6 F51F05F41F04F31F03F21F02
2F
01
GEKS
)6(01 PPPPPPPPPP   
2  5 F42F04F32F03F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
)5(02 PPPPPPPP    6 F52F05F42F04F32F03F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
)6(02 PPPPPPPPPP   
3  5 F43F04F23F02F13F01
2F
03
GEKS
)5(03 PPPPPPPP    6 F53F05F43F04F23F02F13F01
2F
03
GEKS
)6(03 PPPPPPPPPP   
4  5 F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04
GEKS
)5(04 PPPPPPPP    6 F54F05F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04
GEKS
)6(04 PPPPPPPPPP   
While the re-computing does not appear to be very difficult,30 the conceptually greater prob-
lem seems to lie in the fact that the GEKS method creates (depending on the choice of m) a 
multitude of index series which will, as a rule not coincide, but yet should be viewed as equal-
ly valid representations of the same price movement. 
For each pair jk of periods (e.g. for j = 0 and k = 2) a number of different GEKS indices ex-
ists. The general principle can easily be seen in tab. 5. The recursive formula is 
(9) EKS )1m(jkP  =  1m FmkFjm
mF
)m(jk PPP
 .31 
Table 5 
m P02(m) as GEKS index  
alternatively 
direct  chain 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
3  3 F12F01
2F
)2(02
GEKS
)3(02 PPPP   = 3 F
02
F
12
F
01F
02
P
PP
P = 3
F
02
F
02F
02
P
P
P  
F
02P  
F
02P  
4   4
F
02
F
32
F
03
F
02
F
12
F
01F
02
4 F
32
F
03
3F
)3(02
GEKS
)4(02
P
PP
P
PP
PPPPP   F02P  
F
02P  
5 
GEKS
)5(02P =  5 F42F04
4F
)4(02 PPP = 5 F
02
F
42
F
04
F
02
F
32
F
03
F
02
F
12
F
01F
02
P
PP
P
PP
P
PP
P  
F
02P  
F
02P  
 
                                                 
30 Note that the GEKS-index ought to be set against two index series, that is direct and chain indices which are 
not affected from a prolongation of the time series (m increasing) and where thus no re-computing is needed. 
31 Thus the relationship between Pjk(m+1) and P0k(m) is quite straightforward: given that m is the additional (m+1)
th
 
period we simply have to multiply by PjmPmk in the (m+1)
th
 root.  
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4.4. Are series of GEKS indices less volatile than direct or chain indices? 
It is not infrequently being conjectured that the time series of GEKS indices will show a 
smoother course because of their "drift attenuation capacity" (Ribe 2012). To my knowledge 
no systematic attempt is made to examine the dispersion (as measure of volatility) of the re-
spective indices, that is GEKSt0P  by contrast to 
F
t0P  and 
F
t0P . We can only present here some very 
elementary reflections in this direction. The reduction of the drift (in the sense of Ft0P  drifting 
away from Ft0P ?) is seems to be inferred from the fact that GEKS indices make use of geomet-
ric means. However, when for example the indices  4 F31F03F21F02
2F
01
GEKS
)4(01 PPPPPP  , 
GEKS
)4(02P  and 
GEKS
)4(03P  are compared to 
F
01P , 
F
02P , 
F
03P  it should be borne in mind that the GEKS indices are not 
simply geometric means of the terms F01P , 
F
02P  , and 
F
03P  but  
  4 F31F214 F03F02
2F
01
GEKS
)4(01 PPPPPP  ,   4 F32F124 F03F01
2F
02
GEKS
)4(02 PPPPPP  ,   4 F23F134 F02F01
2F
03
GEKS
)4(03 PPPPPP  . 
Obviously the product of these three terms is equal to F03
F
02
F
01 PPP  so that the series 
GEKS
t0P  and 
F
t0P  have the same geometric mean. The product of the terms  
    2 F31F212 F03F02F10
2F
01
2GEKS
)4(01 PPPPPPP  , and  
2GEKS
)4(02P  and  
2GEKS
)4(03P  analogously 
amounts to   F21F13F32F12F31F21F02F01F03F01F03F02F30F20F10
2F
03
F
02
F
01 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP   =  
2F
03
F
02
F
01 PPP  
because the fourth factor as well as the product of the second and third factor clearly yields 
unity. So not only the terms GEKSt0P  and 
F
t0P , but also the squared terms,  
2GEKS
t0P  and  
2F
t0P  
respectively have the same geometric mean. Hence it is far from clear that GEKSt0P  indices are 
less volatile than Ft0P  indices.  
We now examine chain indices. Their product is F03
F
02
F
01 PPP  =    F23F12F01F12
2F
01 PPPPP   = 
 F23F12F01 PPPA  , which differs from the product of the GEKSt0P  and Ft0P  terms by the first factor 
(A). In the same manner the product of squared terms F03,
F
02,
F
01 PPP  is given by 
      2F23F12F012F23F12F01
2
F
30
F
23
F
20
F
12
2F
01 PPPBPPPPPPPP  , 
and differs from the respective term of the other two series by the factor B. This again does 
not clearly indicate that the variance of the chain index exceeds the variance of the GEKS 
indices. 
With m = 3 the situation is a bit simpler because with two indices only the variance is given 
by  202014
1 PP  , and this amounts to 
2
3
F
12
F
12
F
01F
02
3
F
01
F
21
F
02F
014
1
P
PP
P
P
PP
P








  in the case of the GEKS 
indices and to   2F12F0121 P1P  in the case of the chain indices F01P  = F01P  and F02P = F12F01PP . 
To sum up: it appears not so easy to arrive at some general conclusions concerning the relative 
volatility of GEKS indices as compared to direct or chained Fisher indices. This does not in-
validate the assumption that it might be quite likely that "normally" (with "normal" data) a 
"drift attenuation capacity" in fact exists. 
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5. The "rolling" approach in combination with the GEKS index formulas  
The method discussed so far is called "standard GEKS" by IFD. The problem with this 
method is that with new data previous price indices have to be recomputed. To avoid such 
revisions IFD recommend a "rolling" (R) or "rolling window" (RW) approach with a fixed 
predetermined window of length m. Besides the choice of m, the number of periods in the 
moving "window" of the GEKS-formula,32 this RGEKS method raises two new questions: 
1. how can the sequence of rolling estimates be combined to a seamless chain, and 
2. can RWGEKS indices still maintain the advantage of transitivity intended by GEKS in-
dices and are they (in which sense?) "drift-free"? 
We start with the first point, that is the method of chain-linking proposed by IFD and we will 
then discuss the properties of this linking design called RGEKS.33  
5.1. Chain-linking of successive RWGEKS indices 
We demonstrate the linking method and its rationale with the simple situation of a small m 
with only m = 4 (we do so because with greater values for m as for example m = 13 or m = 15 
things will become much more complicated). The first window then covers the periods 0, 1, 2, 
and 3. The formulas for the first four index numbers are given in tab. 6. 
How to compute  PˆGEKS04 ? IFD proposed to use the link 
(10) 
 
 
 4 F32F31F24F14
2F
34
4 F
43
F
14
F
23
F
12
2F
13
4 F
34
F
13
F
24
F
12
2F
14
GEKS
13
GEKS
14
34 PPPPP
PPPPP
PPPPP
 
P
P
L  ,  
and multiply  PGEKS03  by this link, to get  
(10a) 34
GEKS
03
GEKS
04 LPPˆ   =  4 F24F14F02F01
2F
34
F
03 PPPPPP . 
As tab. 6 shows an alternative to L34 defined by (10) the change in the prices from 3 to 4 could 
also be measured as  
(10b) 
 
 
 4 F54F35F24F32
2F
34
4 F
53
F
25
F
43
F
24
2F
23
4 F
54
F
25
F
34
F
23
2F
24
GEKS
23
GEKS
24*
34 PPPPP
PPPPP
PPPPP
 
P
P
L  . 
The problem with this kind of link, however is that in period 4 when an update of  PGEKS03 to 
 Pˆ04 has to be made we cannot yet dispose of the required indices 
F
35P  and 
F
54P . Hence there 
does not exist a viable alternative to the specific sequence of windows displayed in tab. 6 with 
overlaps of m-1 periods. 34 Analogously to (10) we get  
                                                 
32 IFD recommend 13 months as a "natural choice … as it allows strongly seasonal commodities to be compared" 
(IFD, 22). 
33 One might also think of alternatives concerning the sequence of windows, that is to start (continually) a new 
period not just one period after the previous window but m-1 periods after. But such ideas did not prove useful. 
34 Hence there is with m = 4 windows no alternative of the sequence (0 – 3), (1 – 4), etc. of windows. For exam-
ple the sequence  (0 – 3), (2 – 5), etc. or (0 – 3), (3 – 6) etc. would not make sense for the practical index compu-
tation.  
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(11)  
P
P
L
GEKS
24
GEKS
25
45  =  4 F43F42F35F25
2F
45 PPPPP  and 
(11a) 4534
GEKS
035 4
GEKS
04
GEKS
05 LLPLPˆPˆ  .  
Table 6: Original (not linked) and linked* rolling GEKS indices (m = 4) 
first window (0 – 3) second window (1 – 4)  third window (2 – 5) 
1 PGEKS00     
 4 F31F03F21F02
2F
01
GEKS
01 PPPPP P   1 P
GEKS
11    
 4 F32F03F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
02 PPPPP P    4 F42F14F32F13
2F
12
GEKS
12 PPPPP P   1 P
GEKS
22   
 4 F23F02F13F01
2F
03
GEKS
03 PPPPP P    4 F43F14F23F12
2F
13
GEKS
13 PPPPP P    4 F53F25F43F24
2F
23
GEKS
23 PPPPP P   
 PˆGEKS04 =  GEKS13GEKS14GEKS03 PP P    4 F34F13F24F12
2F
14
GEKS
14 PPPPP P    4 F54F25F34F23
2F
24
GEKS
24 PPPPP P   
 PˆGEKS05 =  GEKS24GEKS25GEKS04 PP P     4 F45F24F35F23
2F
25
GEKS
25 PPPPP P   
* green fields 
In a similar vein we define L56 and 564534
GEKS
0356
GEKS
05
GEKS
06 LLLPLPˆPˆ   etc. 
Characteristic for chain indices is that they are independent of the base, so that 23
01
13
02
03 P
P
P
P
P
  
holds by construction. This, however, does not hold true for the GEKS indices (m > 2). It can 
easily be verified that we have with m = 4 two options for L34, either (10) or  
(12)  4 F54F35F32F24
2F
34GEKS
23
GEKS
24*
34 PPPPP 
P
P
L     4 F32F31F24F14
2F
34GEKS
13
GEKS
14
34 PPPPP
P
P
L  . 
We have an inequality because the terms L34 and 
*
34L  refer to different windows. With a 
standard GEKS approach and m = 5 we have of course 
GEKS
)5m(33
GEKS
)5m(14
GEKS
)5m(23
GEKS
)5m(24
P
P
 
P
P




  which amounts to 
 5 F24F32F14F31F04F30
2F
34 PPPPPPP . Also because of the existing overlap we have three different ways to 
express the change in prices from period 2 to period 3, viz.  4 F21F20F13F03
2F
23GEKS
02
GEKS
03 PPPPP 
P
P
 , and 
the two indices  4 F43F24F21F13
2F
23GEKS
12
GEKS
13 PPPPP 
P
P
 , and  PGEKS23 =  4 F53F25F43F24
2F
23 PPPPP which, however, 
are available only in retrospect when t = 4 and t = 5 respectively. 
In order to better make clear the difference between these ratios of indices (and the rule behind 
the formulas) it may be useful to write the formulas in fashion which looks a bit more compli-
cated than necessary, and without making use of 1PP F33
F
22   and the time reversibility: 
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4
F
32
F
22
F
12
F
02
F
33
F
23
F
13
F
03
GEKS
02
GEKS
03
PPPP
PPPP
 
P
P
 , 4
F
42
F
32
F
22
F
12
F
43
F
33
F
23
F
13
GEKS
12
GEKS
13
PPPP
PPPP
 
P
P
 , and 4
F
52
F
42
F
32
F
22
F
53
F
43
F
33
F
23
GEKS
22
GEKS
23GEKS
23
PPPP
PPPP
 
P
P
P   (here of 
course 1PGEKS22  ). The equivalent terms in the case of chain indices (m = 2) are  
F
23F
12
F
13
F
12
F
23
F
12
F
12
F
01
F
23
F
12
F
01
F
02
F
03
GEKS
)2m(02
GEKS
)2m(03
P
P
P
P
PP
PP
PPP
 
P
P
P
P



, hence obviously all three ratios are equal which 
evidently is not true in the case of RGEKS indices. 
It can easily be seen in tab. 7 that the "normal" chain index is simply the limiting case of a 
rolling GEKS index with m = 2, where also the GEKS-index and the corresponding direct 
Fisher index coincide. 
Table 7: Original (not linked) and linked rolling GEKS indices (m = 2)  
window no. 1 (periods 0 and 1) no. 2 (1 – 2)  no. 3 (2 – 3) no. 4 (3 – 4) 
1 PGEKS )2m(00      
  F012
2F
01
GEKS
01 PP P   1 
  
F
02
F
12
F
0112
F
01F
11
F
12F
01
GEKS
02 PPPLP
P
P
P Pˆ   F
12
GEKS
12 P P   1 
 
F
03
F
23
F
02F
22
F
23F
02
GEKS
03 PPP
P
P
P Pˆ    
F
23
GEKS
23 P P   1 
F
04
F
34
F
03
GEKS
04 PPP Pˆ     
F
34P  
The following tab. 8 once more shows that the GEKS, and RGEKS method offers a variety of 
indices. It lists the various index series we get with the GEKS, RGEKS and chain index meth-
od.  
Table 8: Alternative time series created with (R)GEKS method 
(Note, we also have the series Ft0P , and 
F
t0P )
*
 
 rolling (m= 3) rolling (m= 4) 
standard GEKS (m = 6) 
available only in retrospect at t = 5 
 (1) (2) (3) 
P01  3 F21F02
2F
01 PPP   4 F31F03F21F02
2F
01 PPPPP   6 F51F05F41F04F31F03F21F02
2F
01 PPPPPPPPP  
P02  3 F12F01
2F
02 PPP   4 F32F03F12F01
2F
02 PPPPP   6 F52F05F42F04F32F03F12F01
2F
02 PPPPPPPPP  
P03  3 F13F01
2F
23
F
02 PPPP   4 F23F02F13F01
2F
03 PPPPP   6 F53F05F43F04F23F02F13F01
2F
03 PPPPPPPPP  
P04  3 F24F23F13F01
2F
34
F
02 PPPPPP   4 F24F14F02F01
2F
34
F
03 PPPPPP   6 F54F05F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04 PPPPPPPPP  
P05  3 F35F24F23F13F01
2F
45
F
02 PPPPPPP   4 F35F34F25F14F02F01
2F
45
F
03 PPPPPPPP   6 F45F04F35F03F25F02F15F01
2F
05 PPPPPPPPP  
 
P06  3 F46F45F35F34F24F23F13F01
2F
56
F
02 PPPPPPPPPP   4 F46F36F45F34F25F02F14F01
2F
56
F
03 PPPPPPPPPP  
* green colour indicates that this index is estimated using links L23, L34, L45 
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And tab. 9 shows that while the formulas for the (linked) indices become longer and longer, 
the formulas for the links are simple and follow a straightforward principle.  
Table 9: Links in RWGEKS indices (m = 2 is the chain index) 
 m = 2  m = 3  m = 4 
1  2 
F
12P    
2  3 
F
23P   3 F13F21
2F
23 PPP  = 3 F
23
F
13
F
21F
23
P
PP
P   
3  4 
F
34P   3 F24F32
2F
34 PPP = 3 F
34
F
24
F
32F
34
P
PP
P   4 F24F32F14F31
2F
34 PPPPP  = 4 F
34
F
24
F
32
F
34
F
14
F
31F
34
P
PP
P
PP
P  
4  5 
F
45P   3 F35F43
2F
45 PPP = 3 F
45
F
35
F
43F
45
P
PP
P   4 F35F43F25F42
2F
45 PPPPP = 4 F
34
F
24
F
32
F
34
F
14
F
31F
34
P
PP
P
PP
P  
5  6 
F
56P   3 F46F54
2F
56 PPP = 3 F
56
F
46
F
54F
56
P
PP
P   4 F46F54F36F53
2F
56 PPPPP = 4 F
34
F
24
F
32
F
34
F
14
F
31F
34
P
PP
P
PP
P  
6  7 
F
67P   3 F57F65
2F
67 PPP = 3 F
23
F
13
F
21F
23
P
PP
P   4 F57F65F47F64
2F
67 PPPPP = 4 F
34
F
24
F
32
F
34
F
14
F
31F
34
P
PP
P
PP
P  
5.2. Properties of RGEKS indices 
a) No longer transitivity of standard GEKS indices 
There are good reasons to raise doubts against RGEKS indices. Unlike standard GEKS indices 
(with the correct m) they are not transitive, fail the test of multi-period proportionality and 
provide various values for an index Pst comparing of the same periods s and t. 
These indices are no longer able to satisfy the transitivity axiom for the simple reason that a 
series with indices GEKS )tm(t0Pˆ   differs from the series of standard GEKS indices with a suitably 
chosen m which is greater than in the rolling approach.  
We show this in tab. 10 where the formulas of tab. 8 are re-written in a way which more easily 
reveals the general principle of (R)GEKS indices although they might look a bit awkward at 
first glance. As mentioned above these formulas can be viewed as ratios of price levels, and an 
index function that possesses such a presentation is transitive. 
The formulas for GEKS )3m(03Pˆ   etc. are given in tab. 8. It can easily be seen that 
(13) 
3 F
20
F
10
F
00
3 F
23
F
13
F
03
3 F
20
F
10
F
00
3
F
03
F
23
F
02F
23
F
13
F
03
GEKS
)3m(03
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
PP
PPP
Pˆ 






  and quite similarly 
(14) 
4 F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
4 F
34
F
24
F
14
F
04
4 F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
4
F
04
F
34
F
03F
34
F
24
F
14
F
04
GEKS
)4m(04
PPPP
PPPP
PPPP
P
PP
PPPP
Pˆ 






 . 
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However GEKS )3m(03Pˆ   can nonetheless satisfy multi-period identity. Assume pi3 = pi0 and qi3 = qi0 
for all i = 1, …, n commodities. Then obviously 1PPPPP F23
F
02
F
13
F
01
F
03  , and therefore also 
1
PPP
PPP
3 F
20
F
10
F
00
3 F
23
F
13
F
03  , but 3
F
03
F
23
F
02
F
20
F
10
F
00
F
23
F
13
F
03GEKS
)3m(03
P
PP
PPP
PPP
Pˆ 





  = 1 because also 1
P
PP
F
03
F
23
F
02 





. 
Table 10: RWGEKS indices and standard GEKS indices 
(Compare this table to tab. 8) 
 rolling (m= 3) rolling (m= 4) 
standard GEKS (m = 5) 
available only at t = 4 
 (1) (2) (3) 
P01 
3 F
20
F
10
F
00
3 F
21
F
11
F
01GEKS
)3m(01
PPP
PPP
P   
4 F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
4 F
31
F
21
F
11
F
01GEKS
)4m(01
PPPP
PPPP
P   
5 F
40
F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
5 F
41
F
31
F
21
F
11
F
01GEKS
)5m(01
PPPPP
PPPPP
P   
P02 
3 F
20
F
10
F
00
3 F
22
F
12
F
02GEKS
)3m(02
PPP
PPP
P   
4 F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
4 F
32
F
22
F
12
F
02GEKS
)4m(02
PPPP
PPPP
P   
5 F
40
F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
5 F
42
F
32
F
22
F
12
F
02GEKS
)5m(02
PPPPP
PPPPP
P   
P03 
GEKS
)3m(03Pˆ    
4 F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
4 F
33
F
23
F
13
F
03GEKS
)4m(03
PPPP
PPPP
P   
5 F
40
F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
5 F
43
F
33
F
23
F
13
F
03GEKS
)5m(03
PPPPP
PPPPP
P   
P04 
GEKS
)3m(04Pˆ   
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ   
5 F
40
F
30
F
20
F
10
F
00
5 F
44
F
34
F
24
F
14
F
04GEKS
)5m(04
PPPPP
PPPPP
P   
The formulas for GEKS )3m(04Pˆ   and 
GEKS
)4m(05Pˆ   are more complicated and they will become ever more 
and more complicated when t (and thus m) increases: 
(14a) 
 
 PPPPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
PPP
PPPP
Pˆ 3 F24
F
02
F
14
F
01
F
04
3 F
20
F
10
F
00
3 F
24
F
14
F
04
3 F
20
F
10
F
00
3
F
14
F
04
F
23
F
13
F
02
2F
34
F
24
F
14
F
04
GEKS
)3m(04 






  etc. 
We may again examine a case of identity and can see that with GEKS )3m(04Pˆ   identity may well be 
violated. Assume analogously now pi4 = pi0 and qi4 = qi0. This obviously implies 
   13 F24F02F14F01F04 111 PPPPP  =1 but there is no reason to expect that also    1
PP
PPP
P
F
14
F
04
F
23
F
13
F
02
2F
34   
and thus GEKS )3m(04Pˆ  = 1.  
More generally, tab. 10 and eqs. 14 and 14a show that RGEKS indices may violate multi-
period- proportionality. Assume that all prices in 4 are -fold prices of period 0 such that pi4 = 
pi0 for all i, and identical quantities qi4 = qi0 we then have because 
F
4k
F
k0 PP  
(14*) 4
F
04
F
34
F
03F
34
F
03
F
24
F
02
F
14
F
01
F
04
GEKS
)4m(04
P
PP
PPPPPPPPˆ 





 = 






4
F
34
F
034 PP  (as F34
F
03PP ), however,  
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(14a*)  3
F
14
F
04
F
23
F
13
F
02
2F
34
F
24
F
02
F
14
F
01
F
04
GEKS
)3m(04
PP
PPP
PPPPPPPˆ 





  =  3 F23F02F13F01
2F
34 PPPPP , which equals  only 
if   2F23F02F13F01
2F
34 PPPPP  . On the other hand the standard GEKS formula with m = 5 passes the 
test because GEKS )5m(04P  =    5 325 F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04 PPPPPPP . 
Moreover the obvious rule behind column 3 in tab. 10 suggests that  
5 F
42
F
32
F
22
F
12
F
02
5 F
43
F
33
F
23
F
13
F
03GEKS
)5m(23
PPPPP
PPPPP
P   which is in fact equal to  5 F43F24F13F21F03F20
2F
23 PPPPPPP . 
However )3m(23GEKS
)3m(02
GEKS
)3m(03
L
P
Pˆ



  =  
3 F
32
F
12
3 F
23
F
133 F
13
F
21
2F
23
PP
PP
PPP   
3 F
22
F
12
F
02
3 F
23
F
13
F
03
PPP
PPP
. Analogously while 
5 F
43
F
33
F
23
F
13
F
03
5 F
44
F
34
F
24
F
14
F
04GEKS
)5m(34
PPPPP
PPPPP
P   we have )3m(34GEKS
)3m(03
GEKS
)3m(04
L
Pˆ
Pˆ



  =  3 F24F32
2F
34 PPP . It goes without saying 
that this is different from 
3 F
23
F
13
F
03
3 F
24
F
14
F
04
PPP
PPP
 and 
4 F
33
F
23
F
13
F
03
4 F
34
F
24
F
14
F
04
PPPP
PPPP
 which in turn differs from 
GEKS
)4m(03
GEKS
)4m(04
P
Pˆ


. 
Note that 
GEKS
)4m(03
GEKS
)4m(04
P
Pˆ


 and 
4 F
33
F
23
F
13
F
03
4 F
34
F
24
F
14
F
04
PPPP
PPPP
 cannot be written in a GEKS formula form. However 
GEKS
)4m(02
GEKS
)4m(03
P
P


is equal to 
4 F
32
F
22
F
12
F
02
4 F
33
F
23
F
13
F
03
PPPP
PPPP
 and this in turn is equal to  4 F13F21F03F20
2F
23 PPPPP = 
GEKS
)4m(23P  , a 
standard GEKS formula. 
b) RGEKS indices not independent of the base period (unlike chain indices) 
Chain indices are not transitive but they are in a way quite convenient in that they are inde-
pendent of the base in the sense of F34
F
23
F
24F
12
F
14
F
02
F
04 PPP
P
P
P
P
 . This, however, does not apply to 
RGEKS indices when a "linked" index GEKS)m(t0Pˆ  is implied and compared to 
GEKS
)m(k0Pˆ  where k  t-2. 
We demonstrate this with m = 3 and the first three windows (tab. 11): 
Table 11 
first window 
(periods 0 – 2) 
second win-
dow (1 – 3)  
third win-
dow (2 – 4) 
1 PGEKS00     
 PGEKS01  1  
 PGEKS02   P
GEKS
12  1 
 PˆGEKS03   P
GEKS
13   P
GEKS
23  
 PˆGEKS04   Pˆ
GEKS
14   P
GEKS
24  
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In the ratio R1 = )3m(34)3m(23GEKS
)3m(02
GEKS
)3m(04
LL
P
Pˆ



  (first window) we have a product of the two links 
GEKS
)3m(12
GEKS
)3m(13
23
P
P
L


  and 
GEKS
)3m(23
GEKS
)3m(24
34
P
P
L


 . The ratio R2 = GEKS
)3m(12
GEKS
)3m(14
P
Pˆ


 = R1 =  3 F24F23F21F13
2F
34 PPPPP , because 
GEKS
)3m(14Pˆ   = 
GEKS
)3m(13P   L34 yields the same result R2 = R1. In each ratio, at least one link is in-
volved. This is so because with m = 3 we have no window covering all 5 periods, 0 through 4. 
On the other hand we have from the third window GEKS )3m(24P  =  3 F34F23
2F
24 PPP = 3 F
34
F
13
F
24
F
12
1
PP
PP
R  . In 
addition to this ambiguity of ratios due to different window (all with the same m) involved, 
we have of course also ratios on the basis of different parameters m. So GEKS )3m(12
GEKS
)3m(142 PPˆR   
will as a rule not coincide with GEKS )4m(24
GEKS
)4m(12
GEKS
)4m(14 PPP   =  4 F34F23F14F21
2F
24 PPPPP . 
Another example where now three links are involved is 564534GEKS
)3m(03
GEKS
)3m(06
LLL
Pˆ
Pˆ



 or alternatively 
56
GEKS
)3m(35 LP  . The product L34L45L56 (see tab. 9) amounts to 3 F
56
F
46
F
54
F
45
F
35
F
43
F
34
F
24
F
32F
56
F
45
F
34
P
PP
P
PP
P
PP
PPP  (the 
first factor F56
F
45
F
34 PPP = 
F
36P ). On the other hand 56
GEKS
)3m(35 LP  =    3 F54F46
2F
56
3 F
45
F
34
2F
35 PPPPPP  = 
  3 F56F353 F46F34
2F
56
F
35 PPPPPP   is clearly different from the product of the three links or from a 
standard GEKS index where m must be  4 in order to encompass an interval from 3 to 6, for 
example    4 2F364 F56F35F46F34
2F
36
GEKS
)4m(36 PPPPPPP  . As indicated by the factor  there is some 
resemblance to the approach with the computing of 56
GEKS
)3m(35 LP  . 
To sum up: The RGEKS approach has the advantage over the standard GEKS approach in that 
there is no longer "the need to revise parities for previous periods" (IFD). However a series of 
RWGEKS indices GEKS1M,0
GEKS
,1m,0
GEKS
m,0
GEKS
)m(1m,0
GEKS
)m(01 Pˆ,...Pˆ,Pˆ,P,...,P   is necessarily different from the cor-
responding standard GEKS index series GEKS )M(1M,0
GEKS
)M(m,0
GEKS
)M(1m,0
GEKS
)M(01 P,...P,P,...,P   when M > m. The 
standard GEKS indices are the only indices which are transitive for an interval from 0 to m-1 
(or for m countries). So the RGEKS index cannot be transitive simply because they are differ-
ent from standard GEKS indices. RGEKS index share with the usual chain indices  
 the advantage (over standard GEKS indices) that no revision of previously computed  
indices are necessary, and 
 the disadvantage of intransitivity in the sense that not all ways to compare s and t in Pst 
indirectly are consistent,35  
                                                 
35 However, as mentioned above, when periods in time are involved the set of meaningful comparisons may 
reasonably (in view of practical purposes of index computations) be reduced to comparisons over adjacent sub-
intervals, for example P0t to P0s when 0 < s < t. And in this limited sense all comparisons made with chain indices 
are consistent. It is clear that Pst = P0t/P0s = P1t/P1s etc. 
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 however, while chain indices are "base independent" in that for example (by construc-
tion) F24F
12
F
14
F
02
F
04 P
P
P
P
P
  equivalent ratios using RGEKS indices (in particular when in 
numerator and or denominator links are involved) are not necessarily equal. 
Furthermore with chain indices (equivalent to RGEKS when m = 2) there is always one and 
only one index Pt,t+1 comparing two adjacent periods.  
c) Further ambiguities with the rolling method 
As mentioned above there is no unique GEKS-index for any two periods compared, say j and 
k. This also applies to RGEKS indices even with a given m. Tab. 12 shows that the rolling 
method provides two indices P12, P23, … when m = 3, three indices indices P23, P34, … when 
m = 4 etc., depending on which window of width m you take.  
Table 12 (Pst for rolling with m-1 periods overlap; the recommended method) 
index 
m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 
window 
(periods) 
index 
window 
(periods) index index 
P12 
1 (0 – 2)  3 F02F10
2F
12 PPP     
2 (1 – 3)  3 F32F13
2F
12 PPP     
P23 
2 (1 – 3) 
3 (2 – 4) 
 3 F13F21
2F
23 PPP
 3 F43F24
2F
23 PPP  
1 (0 – 3)  4 F13F21F03F20
2F
23 PPPPP   
2 (1 – 4)  4 F43F24F13F21
2F
23 PPPPP   
3 (2 – 5)  4 F53F25F43F24
2F
23 PPPPP   
P34 
3 (2 – 4) 
and  
 4 (3 – 5) 
 3 F24F32
2F
34 PPP  
 3 F54F35
2F
34 PPP   
2 (1 – 4) 
3 (2 – 5) 
and 
4 (3 – 6) 
 4 F24F32F14F31
2F
34 PPPPP  
 4 F54F35F24F32
2F
34 PPPPP  
 4 F64F36F54F35
2F
34 PPPPP  
 5 F24F32F14F31F04F30
2F
34 PPPPPPP   
 5 F54F35F24F32F14F31
2F
34 PPPPPPP  
 5 F64F36F54F35F24F32
2F
34 PPPPPPP  
 5 F74F37F64F36F54F35
2F
34 PPPPPPP  
Hence ambiguities (alternative estimates for the same index) not only arise from the choice of 
m. In the RGEKS method as opposed to the GEKS method, even a fixed and definite m can 
yield up to m-1 different results for an index Pjk due to the overlap of windows of the same 
length m > 2. Interestingly there is no such ambiguity with a chain index. The scheme of tab. 
12 also explains why we have only one unique index P12, P23, … when m = 2, that is in the 
case of a chain index. In this sense (vanishing ambiguity) the chain index is clearly preferable 
to a RGEKS index (with m  3). There is also no room for ambiguities with the standard 
GEKS index once there is a decision made about a 
 fixed suitable m, say m = 5, and  
 the specific number in the sequence of 5-periods windows. 
Assume, we took the first of these (m = 5) windows, covering periods 0 to 4, then P34 the 
GEKS index is given by  5 F24F32F14F31F04F30
2F
34 PPPPPPP  (with the second window [periods 1 through 
5] it would be of course  5 F54F35F24F32F14F31
2F
34 PPPPPPP . 
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The standard direct Fisher index is of course simply F34P , clearly a definite and unique index as 
opposed to the nine (R)GEKS indices listed in tab. 12. As a rule these nine indices will yield 
different results for the same pair of periods, 3 and 4 in our example. Hence we may ask: Can 
we think of reasonable alternative rolling method where this ambiguity no longer exists? 
d) Are there alternative methods of linking? 
The rolling method is working in such a way that we proceed with each new link only one step 
forward. What also might appear quite meaningful at first glance only, however, is to link the 
second window of a standard GEKS index with m = 4 (covering the periods 3, 4, 5, and 6) to 
the first window (periods 0, 1, 2, and 3). Now we have an overlap of one period (rather than m 
– 1 periods) This means to consider the product GEKS )4m(03P 
GEKS
)4m(36P  as a sort of measure for the 
price change between 0 and 6. This then might be continued using the factors GEKS )4m(69P  , 
GEKS
)4m(12,9P   etc. It is interesting to compare the product 
EKS
)4m(36
GEKS
)4m(03 PP   to 
GEKS
)7m(06P  , and to 
F
06P  as 
well as to F06P .  
Table 13: Rolling with only one period overlap ( *GEKS )w,m(t0P with w = number of the window) 
m = 3 m = 4 
window 
(periods) 
index 
window 
(periods) index 
1 (0 – 2) 
*GEKS
)1,3(01P =  3 F21F02
2F
01 PPP  
*GEKS)1,3(12P   3 F02F10
2F
12 PPP  
1 (0 – 3) 
*GEKS)1,4(01P  4 F31F03F21F02
2F
01 PPPPP  
*GEKS)1,4(12P  4 F32F13F02F10
2F
12 PPPPP  
*GEKS)1,4(23P  4 F13F21F03F20
2F
23 PPPPP  
2 (2 – 4) 
*GEKS
)2,3(23P =  3 F43F24
2F
23 PPP  
*GEKS
)2,3(34P  =  3 F24F32
2F
34 PPP  
2 (3 – 6) 
*GEKS)2,4(34P  4 F64F36F54F35
2F
34 PPPPP  
*GEKS)2,4(45P  4 F64F36F54F35
2F
34 PPPPP  
*GEKS)2,4(56P  4 F64F36F54F35
2F
34 PPPPP  
The index *GEKS)3(04P then would be the product 
*GEKS
)1,3(01P
*GEKS
)1,3(12P
*GEKS
)2,3(23P
*GEKS
)2,3(34P  just analogously to the 
usual chain index method, but the result  3 F04
2F
24
F
02 PPP  does not seem to make much sense. The 
product of the first two factors (both referring to the same window) is  3 F21F02
2F
01 PPP , which in 
fact is the standard GEKS index GEKS )3m(02P  . However, when multiplied by 
*GEKS
)2,3(23P  this gives the 
rather meaningless expression  3 F43F24F23F03
2F
02 PPPPP . By the same token, with m = 4 the product of 
indices of the same window, e.g. the three indices in the first window makes sense. It coin-
cides of course with 
GEKS
)4m(03P  =  4 F23F02F13F01
2F
03 PPPPP , the standard GEKS index. But once multi-
plied by 
*GEKS
)2,4(34P =  4 F64F36F54F35
2F
34 PPPPP  (and a fortiori with the next indices of the second window 
as further factors) we get an obviously senseless result. Alternatively one might think of the 
product 
GEKS
)4m(36
GEKS
)4m(03 PP   by analogy to   F36F03F56F45F34F23F12F01F06 PPPPP)PPP(P   (a product of indices 
which may serve here as a model).  
The result 4
F
56
F
35
F
46
F
34
F
23
F
02
F
13
F
01
2F
36
F
03
GEKS
)4m(36
GEKS
)4m(03 PPPPPPPP)PP(PP  , however, is quite different from 
F
06P , and both, 
F
06P  and 
7 F
56
F
05
F
46
F
04
F
36
F
03
F
26
F
02
F
16
F
01
2F
06
GEKS
)7m(06 PPPPPPPPPP)P(P   which has 11 factors, and 
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the product GEKS )4m(36
GEKS
)4m(03 PP   only 10 factors (and only six of them in common with 
GEKS
)7m(06P  , viz. 
F
01P , 
F
02P , 
F
03P , and 
F
36P , 
F
46P , 
F
56P ). 
e) Do (R)GEKS indices satisfy identity? 
When the assumption is made that in two periods, s and t not only the same prices but also the 
same quantities exist, the standard GEKS index with m periods (comprising periods s and t)  
cannot differ from unity. Take for example the periods 1 and 2 and m = 4 (covering the peri-
ods 0, 1, 2, and 3), then of course F12P  = 1, because no price changed (and thus 
F
01
F
02 PP  ), this 
also applies to GEKS )4m(12P   which is given by 
(15)   1PPPPPPPPP 4 F31F13F01F104 F32F13F02F10
2F
12  .  
With RGEKS indices this is not necessarily true. For example when two links L are involved, 
as in 3423
GEKS
)3m(02
GEKS
)3m(04 LLPPˆ    the result is  3 F24F23F13F01
2F
34
F
02 PPPPPP . Then equality pi0 = pi4 and qi0 = 
qi4 for all commodities i and therefore 1P
F
04   is not sufficient to infer 
GEKS
)3m(04Pˆ   = 1. The formu-
la reduces to  3 F23F13F02F01
2F
30 PPPPP  which well can differ from unity. This will be demonstrated by 
ways of a numerical example in the appendix. Despite identical prices and quantities in 0 and 
4 respectively a rolling approach with m = 3 resulted in GEKS )3m(04Pˆ   = 0.913348 (see tab. A.14). 
Another numerical example ("scenario"), this one we owe to M. Ribe (2012) – and also de-
picted in detail in the appendix – revealed another interesting point: eq. 15 rests on the as-
sumption that prices and quantities are identical in the two periods compared. Ribe introduced 
different quantities as follows:  
t p1t p2t q1t q2t 
1 30 100 100 10 
2 30 100 20 10 
Of course a reasonable index should yield unity as F12P  = 1. However 
GEKS
)4m(12P   = 1.100482 indi-
cating a rise of prices by 10% although both prices remain unchanged. The reason is that we 
can no longer assume 1PPPP F32
F
13
F
02
F
10  . Instead we have 
2
'
0
2
'
1
1
'
1
1
'
0F
02
F
10PP
qp
qp
qp
qp
  and 
2
'
3
2
'
1
1
'
1
1
'
3F
32
F
13PP
qp
qp
qp
qp
  which both amount to 1.211, and 211.1  is just the 
result 1.10048 above. The equality F
32
F
13
F
02
F
10 PPPP   is due to the fact, that also prices in 0 and 3 
are the same. The fact that F
02
F
10PP  = 1.211  1 also entails that 
3GEKS
)4m(12 211.1P   = 1.0659  1. 
Furthermore 
GEKS
)5m(12P   = 1.0796, so standard GEKS index compilations indicate a rise by 6.6%, 
10%, and 8% (for m = 3, 4 and 5) although prices did not rise at all between the two adjacent 
periods. It is useful to keep two situations distinct,  
1. no change in prices between two adjacent periods (this takes place twice in Ribe's ex-
ample, from 1 to 2 and also from 3 to 4, so that the direct index is rightly F34
F
12 PP   = 
1), and 
2. the same prices (but not quantities) in two non-adjacent periods (therefore in Ribe's ex-
ample F04
F
03 PP  ).  
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In both situations (R)GEKS indices can yield counterintuitive results (yield  1) as demon-
strated in tab. 14:  
 a direct index can do so in the first but not the second situation (for example F12P = 1 
does of course not imply that F02
F
01 PP  ), and  
 a chain index will reflect the first situation correctly ( F02
F
01 PP  ) but not the second one 
( F03P   1 despite 
F
03P =1). 
Table 14 
t GEKS
)3m(t0P  * 
GEKS
)4m(t0P   
F
t0P  
F
t0P  
1 0.518218 0.529948  0.486172 0.486172 
2 0.552371 0.583198  0.588784 0.486172 
3 1.023471 0.926184  1 0.708319 
4 1.077153 1 1 0.708319 
* rolling GEKS P03 estimated with link L23 and P04 with two links L23 and L34 
The results concerning standard and rolling GEKS index compilations Pst look strange for a 
price index which ideally should reflect only price changes regarding the periods compared, 
that is s and t respectively (principle of "pure" price comparison). The reason seems to be that 
these indices are affected by changing prices, and also quantities in periods other than s and t. 
The result GEKS )4m(03P   = 0.926184 between 0.583198 and 1 may be viewed as a product of 
smoothing. It is, however, simply wrong because 1 is the only reasonable result for P03. More-
over it can hardly be seen as a "drift attenuation" relative to F03P . Another obviously nonsensi-
cal result is GEKS )3m(03P  > 1 (and at the same time 
GEKS
)4m(03P   < 1), and 
GEKS
)3m(04P   > 
GEKS
)3m(03P  , in spite of 
F
34P   = 1. We will come back to Ribe's example at the end of the appendix. 
6. Empirical findings and conclusions 
As mentioned above (in sec. 4.4) M. Ribe, and possibly others as well, spoke of the "drift at-
tenuation capacity" of the (R)GEKS approach.36 Ribe demonstrated this with his numerical 
example above mentioned (and dealt with in the appendix) where one price was fluctuating 
(over four periods). He seems to have concluded "attenuation" of "chain drift" by GEKSt0P  (rela-
tive to Ft0P ) from the result 
GEKS
)4m(03
F
03 PP   < 1 of his example.
37 In our view, however, chain 
indices and attenuation of their drift is not the issue when dealing with the GEKS method. The 
problem here is rather a direct index, which like Ft0P  is usually lacking transitivity. It was this 
situation (with direct indices of Fisher), the GEKS method was made for. 
                                                 
36 The idea seems to be that one might expect a smoother and less volatile time series of such indices relative to 
the direct Fisher indices or chain Fisher indices. We mentioned (in sec. 4.4) that to our knowledge no rigorous 
and general proof of this contention exists for GEKS indices. Nor do we know of such considerations in the case 
of RGEKS indices. 
37 We could confirm Ribes result concerning the chain index (which was by 29% short of the drift free result 1), 
but we were unable to see how arrived at - 2.6% for the GEKS index. The fact that 2.6% is less than 29%, or in 
other words, the GEKS index comes closer to unity than the chain index is understood as evidence for drift at-
tenuation.  
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Besides the frequently discussed "drift attenuation" which may be understood as smoothing of 
the time series of chain indices (as a possible alternative to direct and chain indices) multi-
period proportionality (and thereby also identity) is perhaps the most interesting and most dis-
cussed issue. We gave some thought to this just in the preceding paragraph (sec. 5.2.e) as well 
as in the appendix. We saw that when prices in t =3 and t = 0 are identical, then for example 
GEKS
)4m(03P   is not necessarily equal to 1P
F
03   unless also quantities of 0 and 3 are identical, so 
that 1PPPP F23
F
02
F
13
F
01  . 
Some further observations illustrated by the numerical example in the appendix are worth 
being mentioned: 
 As with chain indices we also get different GEKS indices depending on how the interval 
under consideration is partitioned into subintervals. With five points in time, 0, 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 we have 
 GEKS )5m(04P    5 F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04 PPPPPPP , as opposed to 
GEKS
)3m(04P   =  3 F24F02
2F
04 PPP   
 with only two subintervals and three points in time, 0, 2, and 4. 
 In the RGEKS method with m = 4 the first window ends with GEKS )1w,4m(03P  . The next val-
ue GEKS )4m(04Pˆ   is given by multiplying with the link L34 = 
GEKS
)4m(13
GEKS
)4m(14 PP  . This procedure 
is equivalent to GEKS )1w,4m(03P   by 
GEKS
)2w,4m(34P   from the second window. Alternative methods 
of linking (which will not coincide with this result) are, however, the products 
GEKS
)1w,4m(01P 
GEKS
)1w,4m(14P   and 
GEKS
)1w,4m(02P 
GEKS
)1w,4m(24P  . The example shows that the difference 
can be quite substantial (or remember the example above GEKS )4m(36
GEKS
)4m(03 PP   
GEKS
)7m(06P  ). 
 Most importantly: in the appendix to this paper we will demonstrate by means of a small 
numerical example that when prices show a cyclical movement of k periods but no 
trend, RGEKS indices (m  k,  = 1,2,…) may well (just like chain indices) fluctuate 
around a positively or negatively sloped trend (although the underlying price data don't 
show a trend).38 
 While chain indices are in way independent of the base period so that – by construction 
– we have ...
P
P
P
P
P
P
F
s2
F
t2
F
s1
F
t1
F
s0
F
t0  , this does not apply to the GEKS method (in particular its 
rolling variant). In the standard GEKS method we not even have a unique estimate for 
one of such ratios and get (depending on m) different measures for the rate of change of 
the prices between two periods, for example from one period to the next  
 
GEKS
)5m(02
GEKS
)5m(03 PP  =  5 F43F24F13F21F03F20
2F
23 PPPPPPP  and 
GEKS
)4m(02
GEKS
)4m(03 PP  =  4 F13F21F03F20
2F
23 PPPPP  
will in general be different, and this will again differ from GEKS )3m(02
GEKS
)3m(03 PPˆ   where one 
RGEKS index is involved; and  
 While GEKS )5m(23
GEKS
)5m(02
GEKS
)5m(03 PPP    and 
GEKS
)4m(02
GEKS
)4m(03 PP   = 
GEKS
)4m(23P   are indices within a 
(transitive) system of standard GEKS indices (with m = 5 and m = 4 respectively) this 
                                                 
38 The more general question seems to be: Do (R)GEKS indices properly reflect or distort a trend and/or a cycle 
in the price data? Is, for example a cycle in RGEKS less pronounced (volatile) than in the series of chain indices 
or direct indices, and how does the volatility (if there is any) of RGEKS indices depend on the choice of m? 
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no longer applies to ratios with one or two GEKSPˆ  terms indicating a rolling approach. In 
this case we have a number of different estimates for the same price change, for example  
 GEKS )4m(03
GEKS
)4m(04 PPˆ    
GEKS
)3m(03
GEKS
)3m(04 PˆPˆ    
GEKS
)5m(34
GEKS
)5m(03
GEKS
)5m(04 PPP     
 just like ratios F03
F
04 PP , 
F
13
F
14 PP , 
F
23
F
24 PP  and 
F
34P  of the (intransitive) direct Fisher indi-
ces will be different. Hence transitivity of the standard GEKS indices (for a given m) is 
lost when we make use the rolling method. 
 Chain indices can be shown to be just a special (limiting) case of RGEKS (the case m = 
2). They provide a definite and unequivocal result for an index Pst comparing t to s, or 
for a ratio So as regards avoiding ambiguity Chain indices may be preferred over 
(R)GEKS indices 
 With GEKS indices it is possible that 1PGEKS )m(1t,t   although prices (but not quantities) 
remained constant so that every reasonable direct index will amount to Pt,t+1 = 1 and also 
chain indices correctly show t01t,0 PP  . As we have various standard GEKS indices for 
the same pair of periods, depending on m the existence of different quantities in the pe-
riods under considerations is more likely when is large. To indicate e.g. no change be-
tween 2 and 3 as in F23P  = 1 with GEKS indices some restrictions are to be observed. To 
get GEKS )4m(23P  = 1 the condition 1PPPP
4 F
13
F
21
F
03
F
20   or preferably 
F
12
F
31
F
03
F
20 PPPP   or equiva-
lently F21
F
31
F
30
F
20 PPPP   should be met. Likewise to get 
GEKS
)5m(23P   requires 
F
24
F
21
F
20 PPP  = 
F
34
F
31
F
30 PPP  and not just 
F
31
F
30
F
21
F
20 PPPP  . To see the system behind these formulas remember 
that 1PP F33
F
22   and 1PP
F
32
F
23  , so 
GEKS
)m(23P  requires  
 
F
1m,3
F
34
F
33
F
32
F
31
F
30
F
1m,2
F
24
F
23
F
22
F
21
F
20 P...PPPPPP...PPPPP    
 which poses a lot of restrictions prices and quantities of other periods when m is large. 
Hence that GEKS indices (unlike direct indices FstP ) indicate a rise or fall of prices alt-
hough the respective prices remained constant in the periods under consideration is any-
thing but unlikely.39 
 A point worthy of further consideration is a possibly existing relationship between m 
and the smoothness of a time series of GEKS indices GEKS)m(01P , 
GEKS
)m(02P ,… .
40 The frequently 
met conjecture of a smoothing effect of the GEKS method appears to be inferred from 
the fact that the RGEKS index is a geometric mean of indices, and taking a mean will as 
a rule result in smoothing. However, GEKS )4m(03P   for example  is not just a mean of 
F
01P  
F
02P , 
and F03P  or of the components of the chain index 
F
03P , that is 
F
01P , 
F
12P , and 
F
23P  but of 
F
01P . 
F
02P , 
F
03P , 
F
13P  and 
F
23P , and in 
GEKS
)5m(03P  , 
GEKS
)6m(03P   etc. many more indices are included in the 
geometric mean than just F01P  
F
02P , and 
F
03P . 
                                                 
39 This can be seen in the numerical example of Ribe referred to in our appendix. In Ribe's example no less than 
3 out of 4 GEKS indices which should yield unity (as the corresponding direct indices) fail to do so.  
40 Our example (in the appendix) with a regular cycle in the prices did not support this suggestion. 
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Appendix 
The numerical example in this appendix is designed to demonstrate 
 that chain indices are path dependent, and that with chain indices the frequency of up-
dating (i.e. the number of sub-intervals of an interval in time) matters,41  
 identity (and proportionality) is met by standard GEKS but not necessarily RGEKS in-
dices (depending on the choice of m, the number of periods involved),  
 how standard GEKS and (rolling) RGEKS indices provide a number of different 
(though theoretically equally justified) indices P0t and consequently also of changes 
(growth rates) in the price level (P0s/P0r) depending on the choice of m, 
 when prices show a cyclical movement of k periods but no trend, RGEKS indices (m  
k,  = 1,2,…) may well (just like chain indices) fluctuate around a positively or nega-
tively sloped trend, and  
 that the not infrequently expressed conjecture that (R)GEKS indices may be less volatile 
(or a cycle will appear less pronounced with them) than direct or chain indices can well 
be called in question.42  
In another numerical example (one of the two scenarios Martin Ribe 2012 presented) we will 
see that a characteristic development (in this case a constancy of the price level) may not be 
properly reflected by GEKS (and a fortiori possibly by RGEKS) indices.  
1. Identity and path dependence ("chain drift") 
1.1. Chain indices are path dependent 
The following numerical example may serve as an illustration of the identity axiom and path 
dependence (regarding chain indices) and it will later be used again for some other demonstra-
tions:  
Tab. A.1 
t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 
p q p q p q p q p q 
2 10 4 12 3 20 1 16 2 10 
5 20 3 15 4 10 4 12 5 20 
The direct Laspeyres price index L04P  (and also the direct Fisher price index 
F
04P  is of course 
1PP F04
L
04   because all prices (and also quantities) in 4 and 0 are equal (indicated by shad-
ows). The chain Laspeyres index, however, not only violates identity but also yields different 
results depending on the frequency of chainlinking:  
(a)  L4
L
3
L
2
L
1
L
04 PPPP P 0.7419  1,  
given a partition of the interval into four subintervals (0, 1), ... , (3, 4), and 
(b) 1091211PP P L24
L
02
*L
04  = 0.825,  
                                                 
41 We will see later, that this applies also to GEKS indices. 
42 In particular there does not seem to be a straightforward relationship between m and the volatility of RGEKS 
indices. A more general question might be: Do (R)GEKS indices properly reflect or distort a trend and/or a cycle 
in price data? 
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with only two sub-intervals (0, 2) and (2, 4) of the same interval. 
Obviously both indices 1PL04   , and 1P
*L
04  , though equally valid have a "chain drift" which 
is different at that, depending on how the interval is subdivided (or in other words: on the 
frequency of chaining). Hence chain indices are not able to provide a definite (unequivocal) 
comparison of the prices in 0 and 4. Their result is "path dependent" (not consistent in tem-
poral aggregation) which is the very opposite of transitivity.  
The corresponding results applying the Paasche and Fisher formula are P04P  0.7591, 
F04P 0.7505, and with two subintervals only 2121.1825.01P
*P
04  , 
*F
04P 1.  
By contrast with a truly transitive index: for example the unweighted Jevons' indices we get  
J4
J
3
J
2
J
1
J
04 PPPP = P 1
4
5
1
2
4
4
3
1
3
4
4
3
5
3
2
4
  with four sub-intervals, and 
 J24
J
02
*J
04 PP  P 1
4
5
3
2
5
4
2
3
  with two intervals only 
1.2. The standard GEKS-index (m = 5) satisfies identity 
It may be useful to present all elements FijP  used to calculate various indices like 
F
04P , and 
GEKS indices in a table (see tab. A.2). As we are going to make some modifications of this 
example concerning prices and quantities in period 4 the column four (indices Pi4) is set apart 
from the other columns with a grey colour. 
Tab. A.2: Fisher indices for the (initial) numerical example 
 0 1 2 3 4 
0   P
F
00  1   P
F
01 
198
155
     PF02 
54
55
    PF03 
23
12
  1 
1   PF10 
155
198
     P
F
11  1   P
F
12 
341
320
    PF13 
2325
1152
  
155
198
  
2   PF20 
55
54
    PF21 
320
341
    P
F
22  1   P
F
23  0.4  
55
54
  
3   PF30 
12
23
     PF31 
1152
2325
    P
F
32  2.5    P
F
33  1 
12
23
   
It can easily be seen that the standard GEKS-method satisfies identity. Not only 1  PF04  , but also 
1  PGEKS )5m(04   so that  5 F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04
GEKS
)5m(04 PPPPPPPP  = 1. The reason is that the components of the 
formula are   11  P 22F04  , F14F01PP = F24F02PP = F34F03PP = 1 due to time reversibility of the Fisher index 
and identical prices in 0 and 4 so that 
P
4k
P
0k
L
k0
P
1
 
P
1
P  , and 
L
4k
P
k0
P
1
P   for all k = 1, 2, 3. 
1.3. The RGEKS-index (rolling method) can violate identity 
The first window of RGEKS (m = 4) ends with 
GEKS
)4m(03P   =  4 F23F02F13F01
2F
03 PPPPP  = 0.674845 
while the standard GEKS method delivers  5 F43F04F23F02F13F01
2F
03 PPPPPPP = 0.684083. 
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In order to continue the procedure by estimating P04 = 
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ  with the rolling method we may 
multiply  PGEKS )4m(03  by  4 F24F32F14F31
2F
3434 PPPPPL   or compute  4 F24F02F14F01
2F
34
F
03
GEKS
04 PPPPPP Pˆ   di-
rectly. The last formula is particularly useful in that it makes clear why also this RGEKS in-
dex satisfies identity (just like GEKS )5m(04P  ) . Given that prices and quantities in 4 are the same as 
in 0 the formula amounts to 11 Pˆ 4GEKS )4m(04  . Evidently 
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ   in fact equals 
GEKS
)5m(04P   = 
 5 F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04 PPPPPPP because 
F
04P  = 
F
34
F
03PP  = 1.  
However, with m = 3 we get two links, L23 and L34 and have to compute 3423
GEKS
)3m(02 LLP   with 
GEKS
)3m(02P   =  3 F12F01
2F
02 PPP ,  3 F13F21
2F
2323 PPPL  , and L34 =  3 F24F32
2F
34 PPP . The product of these 
three factors as well as the computation directly using (14a) gives  3 F13F01F23F02F24F02
2F
34 PPPPPPP , or 
equivalently 3 F34
F
13
F
01
F
34
F
23
F
02
F
24
F
02 )PPP)(PPP(PP . It is only the first product 
F
24
F
02PP  that yields unity, 
the other two factors are 648506PPP F34
F
23
F
02  , and 138105102671PPP
F
34
F
13
F
01   respective-
ly, so that we end up with GEKS )3m(04Pˆ  = 0.913348  1. 
By the same token with pi5 = pi0 and qi5 = qi0 
GEKS
)6m(05P  =  6 F45F04F35F03F25F02F15F01
2F
05 PPPPPPPPP  = 1, 
because .1PP F5k
F
k0   However, for the rolling indices with m = 4 and m = 3 we get 
GEKS
)4m(05Pˆ   =  4 F35F34F25F14F02F01
2F
45
F
03 PPPPPPPP =  4 F34F03F14F01
2F
45 PPPPP  =   4 F45F34F03F45F14F01 PPPPPP , and  
GEKS
)3m(05Pˆ   =  3 F35F24F23F13F01
2F
45
F
02 PPPPPPP =    3 F35F13F01F45F24F02F23F02F45 PPPPPPPPP  respectively, and there is 
no reason why we should expect GEKS )4m(05Pˆ   = 
GEKS
)3m(05Pˆ   = 1.  
1.4. Variety of GEKS-indices (standard method with different values for m)  
As the example covers the periods 0 to 4 (so that m = 5) it may be quite interesting to compare 
the result GEKS )5m(k0P   with m = 5 periods for a period k < 4 to the corresponding standard GEKS 
indices GEKS )5m(k0P  . The results are given in tab. A.3: 
Tab. A.3 (see also tab A.10) 
 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 
 PGEKS)m(02   3 F12F01
2F
02 PPP =  
A = 0.955726 
 4 F32F03F12F01
2F
02 PPPPP = B = 
4 F
32
F
03
3 PPA = 0.999250 
 5 F42F04F32F03F12F01
2F
02 PPPPPPP = C  
= 5
F
42
F
04
4 PPB = 1.001235 
 PGEKS)m(03    4 F23F02F13F01
2F
03 PPPPP  = D 
= 0.674845 
 5 F32F03F23F02F13F01
2F
03 PPPPPPP = 
5 F
32
F
03
4 PPD = E = 0.684083 
 PGEKS)m(04    1 
In addition to 
GEKS
)4m(03P  and 
GEKS
)5m(03P  we have two other estimates of the price change for the same 
interval, viz. 2312PF03  = 0.722315 and 
F
03P  = 0.542077. So we have altogether four equal-
ly valid estimates for the same change in prices, and they are ranging between 0.54 up to 0.72. 
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All indices are within the interval between the smallest price relative p13/p10 = ½ and the larg-
est, p23/p20 = 4/5 = 0.8. This applies in particular to 
F
03P  as the geometric mean of 
P
03P  = 
0.69565 and L03P  = 0.75. Note that not only 
F
03P  but also both indices, D = 
EKS
)4m(03P   as well as E 
= EKS )5m(03P   are smaller than 
P
03P . 
To see how unlikely it is that all In a similar vein we have three estimates for P02, viz A, B, 
and C coincide (or even more than three if  m > 5) note that B = A requires F32
F
03PPBA  , or 
F
12
F
01
F
32
F
03F
02
PP
PP
P  , and for A = B = C also 
F
12
F
01
F
32
F
03
F
12
F
01
F
42
F
04F
02
PP
PP
PP
PP
P   must hold. 
2. Two modifications of the example (standard method m = 5, rolling m = 4 and m = 3) 
2.1 Proportionality (modification 1)  
In what follows we examine two modifications of the numerical example and compute again 
EKS
)5m(04P   or simply  5 F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04
GEKS
)5(04 PPPPPPPP  .  
Tab. A.4 
Modification 1  Modification 2 
t = 0 t = 3 t = 4  t = 0 t = 3 t = 4 
p q p q p q  p q p q p q 
2 10 1 16 4 10  2 10 1 16 3 15 
5 20 4 12 10 20  5 20 4 12 4 25 
Evidently the modifications of the example only concern period 4. 
a) Proportionality with standard GEKS The first modification refers to proportionality.43 It is 
assumed that pi4 = pi0 ( = 2 in our numerical example modification 1) and qi4 = qi0 holds for 
each commodity i = 1, … , n and periods k = 1, 2, 3 in time. A reasonable index should yield 
 = 2 as all prices in t = 4 are exactly redoubled prices of t = 0. It turns out that not only F04P  
but also all products F14
F
01PP , 
F
24
F
02PP , and 
F
34
F
03PP =   3232312  uniformly amount to 2, so 
that 
GEKS
)5m(04P   =  5 F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04 PPPPPPP  = 
5 5  = =  = 2, because F4k
F
k0 PP  and of course 
1PP Fkj
F
jk  . Note that all indices 
F
stP  remain unchanged except 
F
34P . However, for the chain in-
dex we now get F04P = 1.500944 which is exactly twice the result we had before, viz. 0.750472 
but still much less than the required value 2.44 And as to RGEKS we see what we found re-
garding identity also applies to the more general property of proportionality: RGEKS passes 
the test only with m = 4, but it fails with m = 3. 
b) Proportionality and RGEKS (m = 4) Interestingly with m = 4 (one link L34 only) RGEKS 
and GEKS indices again coincide and yield  = 2.  We see that not only the standard GEKS 
method results in 
GEKS
)5m(04P  = 2 as required by proportionality, but also the rolling GEKS in-
dex GEKS )4m(04Pˆ  , which is not at all a matter of course. In 
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ   only one link L34 is involved, and 
                                                 
43 Proportionality with pit/pi0 =  = 2 for all i (note that identity is the special case  = 1). 
44 This is not surprising as it is well known that chain indices will as a rule violate proportionality. 
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it can easily be seen that proportionality (and therefore also identity) is preserved. Multiplying 
GEKS
)4m(03P   by L34 gives 
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ   as 
         4 24 F32F23F31F13F24F02F14F01
2F
34
F
03
4 F
24
F
32
F
14
F
31
2F
34
F
23
F
02
F
13
F
01
2F
03 11PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP  
So in the case of proportionality all indices coincide GEKS )5m(04P   = 
GEKS
04Pˆ = 
F
04P  = , and again 
F
04P   unless calculated with two sub-intervals [0, 2] and [2, 4] only. But let's try now m  4.  
RGEKS (m = 3) 
The rolling procedure with m = 3 requires two links, L23 and L34 and results in 
GEKS
)3m(04Pˆ   = 
 3 F13F01F23F02F24F02
2F
34 PPPPPPP =  3 F13F01F23F02
2F
34 PPPPP2  = 1.826696 < 2 (using 2PP
F
24
F
02  ). As with 
the chain index we fall short of 2 and have here the result of sec. 1.3 (where GEKS )3m(04Pˆ  = 
0.913348) exactly redoubled. 
Tab. A.5: Summary of results of modification 1 (proportionality  = 2) 
direct chain* standard GEKS rolling GEKS 
F
04P =2 
F
04P = 
F
34
F
23
F
12
F
01 PPPP = 1.501 
*F
04P = 
F
24
F
02PP = 2 
  2...PPPP 5 F14F01
2F
04
GEKS
)5m(04   
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ   = 2 
EKS
)3m(04Pˆ   = 1.8267 
* = rolling, m = 2 
2.2. The second modification: GEKS and RGEKS 
a) Standard GEKS 
In what follows we concentrate on the more interesting unrestricted modification 2 where 
prices in 4 are not just proportional (or equal) to those in 0. Here we have F04P  = 372319  = 
0.926, 837928PF14  = 1.053, 
F
24P  = 1, and 
F
34P  = 4687 . With these figures 
GEKS
)5m(04P   can be 
computed. The result is 0.956570 as opposed to F04P  = 0.926027 and 
F
04P  = 0.745490.  
Table A.6 
t standard m = 4 standard m = 5 
F
t4
F
04PP  
F
t0P  
F
t0P  
1 
GEKS
)4(01P = 0.95646 
GEKS
)5(01P  = 0.94053 0.879453 0.88478 0.88478 
2 
GEKS
)4(02P  = 0.99925 
GEKS
)5(02P  = 0.98416 0.926027 1.00922 0,857099 
3 
GEKS
)4(03P  = 0.67485  
GEKS
)5(03P = 0.67455 0.673354 0.722315 0.542077 
4   
GEKS
)5(04P = 0.95657  0.926027 0.745490 
So again it turns out that the chain index yields a considerably smaller result than the direct or 
the GEKS index. Tab. A.6 permits calculations similar to those made in sec. 4.3 of the main 
text. We can for example study the conditions that should be fulfilled for XPP
GEKS
)5(01
GEKS
)4(01  . 
In this case X
5
 =   F41F04F31F03F21F02
2F
01 PPPPPPP , and X
4
 =   F31F03F21F02
2F
01 PPPPP  so that XXX
45   re-
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quires that XPPPP GEKS)5(01
GEKS
)4(01
F
41
F
04  . However 
F
41
F
04PP  = 0.879 differs quite a bit from both 
GEKS
)4(01P  and 
GEKS
)5(01P  (see tab. A.6). In the same manner for YPP
GEKS
)5(02
GEKS
)4(02   to hold Y should 
be equal to F42
F
04PP = 0.926. Likewise ZPP
EKS
)5(32
EKS
)4(03   requires ZPP
F
43
F
04   (however, in tab. 
A.6 F43
F
04PP  = 0.673 and different from both 
GEKS
)4(03P  and 
GEKS
)5(03P ). Hence as a rule we will have 
different estimates for the same price change depending on m,45 and will get even more esti-
mates when we consider also RGEKS indices in addition to standard GEKS indices.  
b) RGEKS (rolling window m = 4)  The results are displayed in table A.7.  
Tab. A.7: Rolling GEKS-indices m = 4 
first window (0 – 3)  second window (1 – 4) 
GEKS direct Fisher GEKS direct Fisher 
GEKS
01P  = 0.956459 
F
01P  = 0.884776   
GEKS
02P  = 0.999250 
F
02P  = 1.009217 
GEKS
12P  = 1.024054 
F
12P  = 0.968719 
GEKS
03P  = 0.674845 
F
03P  = 0.722315 
GEKS
13P  = 0.694337 
F
13P  = 0.703906 
GEKS
04Pˆ  = 0.981434* 
F
04P  = 0.926027 
GEKS
14P  = 1.009785 
F
14P  = 1.052958 
*The link L34 is  4 F24F32F14F31
2F
34 PPPPP  = 
GEKS
)4m(13
GEKS
)4m(14 PP  , so that 
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ  = 34
GEKS
)4m(03 LP  . 
RGEKS and GEKS 
It is worth being noted that GEKS04Pˆ  (rolling) is different from 
GEKS
)5m(04P  (standard m = 5), 
F
04P , and 
F
t0P  in tab. A.6. Also results of RGEKS with m = 3, that is 
GEKS
)3m(04Pˆ  =  3 F24F23F13F01
2F
34
F
02 PPPPPP  and 
with m = 4, GEKS )4m(04Pˆ   =  4 F24F02F14F01
2F
34
F
03 PPPPPP  differ. See tab. A.8 for all results so far. 
Tab. A.8: Summary of results of modification 2  
direct and chain standard and rolling GEKS 
372319P F04  = 0.926 
F
04P =
F
34
F
23
F
12
F
01 PPPP = 0.7455 
*F
04P =
F
24
F
02PP = 5455P 
F
02  = 1.0092* 
because F24P = 1 
standard 
 5 F14F01
2F
04
GEKS
)5m(04 ...PPPP  = 0.95657 
rolling 
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ   = 0.981434, 
EKS
)3m(04Pˆ   = 0.933313 
* We will soon see that standard GEKS indices will also differ with different partitions of the interval. 
Interestingly the chain index provides both, the smallest as well as the largest figure depend-
ing on the frequency of updating (linking). With two subintervals *F04P  even exceeds unity. 
Also standard GEKS indices depend on the partitioning of the interval: we have  3 F24F02
2F
04 PPP  
= 0.95297 with two sub-intervals, and  5 F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04 PPPPPPP  = 0.95667 with the usual four 
sub-intervals, just like *F04P =
F
24
F
02PP  differs from 
F
04P  =
F
34
F
23
F
12
F
01 PPPP . 
                                                 
45 Note also that we have two GEKS estimates (as shown in the following table A. 7), but only one unique series 
of the direct Fisher index and the (usual) Fisher chain index (with links P01, P12, P21, …) on the other hand. 
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2.3. Second modification: Some more analysis 
Growth rates (change of price level) and links  
As there is a multitude of results regarding the index numbers (levels) there is also no unique 
figure for the corresponding growth rates. For the change in the prices from 2 to 3 and from 3 
to 4 we find a number of different results which ideally should coincide (Tab. A.9). Note that 
chain indices provide the lowest rate of change for the change 2  3, but not for 3  4.46  
Tab. A.9 
from 2 to 3 from 3 to 4 
standard GEKS m = 4* =  4 F13F21F03F20
2F
23 PPPPP  
RGEKS m = 4 
first window (0 – 3)*: 0.675351 (= GEKS02
GEKS
03 PP ) 
second window (1 – 4): 0.678032 (= GEKS12
GEKS
13 PP ) 
m = 3: second window (1 – 3)  
EKS
)3m(23P   =  3 F13F21
2F
23 PPP  = 0.662408 
RGEKS  
m = 4: L34 = 
GEKS
)4m(03
GEKS
)4m(04 PPˆ  
GEKS
)4m(13
GEKS
)4m(14 PP   
=  4 F24F32F14F31
2F
34 PPPPP = 1.454310 
m = 3: (two links L23, L34) 
GEKS
)3m(03
GEKS
)3m(04 PˆPˆ  
 3 F24F32
2F
34 PPP  = 1.440712  
F
02
F
03 PP = = 0.715718 or 
F
12
F
13 PP = 0.726636 
4.0PPP F23
F
02
F
03   = 0.632456 
F
03
F
04 PP  = 1.282027, 
F
13
F
14 PP = 1.495879, 
F
23
F
24 PP = 1.581138 and 
F
34
F
03
F
04 PPP  = 1.375247 
* periods 0 to 3 (the standard GEKS m = 4 is here equivalent to RGEKS m = 4, first window )  
Note that F34
F
03
F
04
F
23
F
24 PPPPP   = 
4
'
3
3
'
4
3
'
3
4
'
4
qp
qp
qp
qp
 = 1.375 has to be kept distinct from F23
F
24 PP  
= 
4
'
2
3
'
2
2
'
3
2
'
4
3
'
3
4
'
4
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
qp
 = 1.581, and which in turn is not equal to F03
F
04 PP . 
In addition to the index-changes listed in tab. A.9 one could of course also compute 
GEKS
)5m(34
GEKS
)5m(03
GEKS
)5m(04 PPP   =  5 F24F32F14F31F04F30
2F
34 PPPPPPP = 1.423, and
47 various GEKS indices with 
m > 5 (they are in this case of P04/P03 identical to the RGEKS indices with the same m), for 
example 
GEKS
)6m(03
GEKS
)6m(04 PP   =  6 F54F35F24F32F14F31F04F30
2F
34 PPPPPPPPP  which as a rule will not coincide.  
Note that both indices, 1PGEKS )4m(02   and 
GEKS
)5m(02P   are < 1 while 
F
02P  is 5455 = 1.0092 > 1 and 
that the result of RGEKS GEKS )4m(03
GEKS
04 PPˆ  = 1.4543 differs from 
GEKS
)5m(03
GEKS
)5m(04 PP  = 1.4181 the 
standard GEKS result (which in turn differs from F03
F
04 PP  and 
F
34P ).
48 Interestingly in our ex-
ample we have the same prices (but not quantities) in t = 2 and t = 4 so that F24P = 1. However,  
GEKS
)5m(02
GEKS
)5m(04 PP  =  5 F34F23F14F21F04F20
2F
24 PPPPPPP = 0.97197 (or 0.95657/0.98416)
49 (0.971969673), and  
                                                 
46 Interestingly, on the one hand the change is particularly high when judged using direct indices. 
47 only when our numerical example would include also periods 5, 6, … 
48 So both, the rolling and the standard GEKS method imply a price rise between t = 3 and t = 4 of well over 
40% as opposed to less than 40% or even 30% when judged by the direct Fisher index or chained Fisher index 
respectively. 
49 Cf. tab. A.6. 
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GEKS
)4m(02
GEKS
04 PPˆ  =  5 F34F23F14F21F04F20
2F
24 PPPPPPP = 0.982170258 (or 0.981434/0.999250),
50  and the 
results of GEKS*m(02
GEKS
*)m(04 PP with m = m*  5 will again be different 
Transitivity 
The fact that the RGEKS series GEKS )4m(01P  , 
GEKS
)4m(02P  , 
GEKS
)4m(03P  , 
GEKS
04Pˆ  clearly differs from the 
standard GEKS system GEKS )5m(01P  , 
GEKS
)5m(02P  , 
GEKS
)5m(03P  , 
GEKS
)5m(04P  , and this implies that the rolling 
system no longer has favorable property of transitivity. This can be seen by the fact that 
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ  =  4 F24F02F14F01
2F
34
F
03 PPPPPP = 0.9814 differs from 
GEKS
)5m(04P   5 F34F03F24F02F14F01
2F
04 PPPPPPP .
51 
Moreover we see that GEKS )4m(04Pˆ   can be viewed as product of 
GEKS
)1w,4m(03P   from the first window 
and GEKS )2w,4m(34P   from the second window. However the product of 
GEKS
)1w,4m(02P   and 
GEKS
)1w,4m(24P   
is different; it is  4 F34F03F14F01
2F
24
F
23 PPPPPP = 0.773277. And the product 
GEKS
)1w,4m(01P 
GEKS
)1w,4m(14P   
gives yet another index  4 F34F03F24F02
2F
14
F
01 PPPPPP  = 0.960693. It is interesting to see that the dif-
ference is quite sizeable, ranging from 0.773277 to 0.981434. 
3. Cyclical movement in the prices 
3.1 The numerical example: cycles in the prices and in the RGEKS indices 
In what follows we examine the consequences of a four-periods regular cycle, where for ex-
ample the price of the first commodity develops as follows: 2, 4, 3, 1, 2, 4, 3, 1, 2, … The as-
sumptions are laid down in the following table: 
Tab. A.10 
t = 0, 4, … t = 1, 5, …  t = 2, 6, … t = 3, 7, … 
p q p q p q p q 
2 10 4 12 3 20 1 16 
5 20 3 15 4 10 4 12 
This gives rise to a table (tab. A.10) of binary Fisher indices which reveals a regular repetitive 
pattern.  
For the numerical example we only have to consider the six different indices (marked in yel-
low colour) which form the first 4 columns of matrix of tab. A.11.  
For a rolling GEKS method using m = 4 we see that the same links will appear repeatedly, and 
we get for example for the first link (because the first window covers periods 0, .. , 3 so that a 
link is needed for the first time to arrive at 
GEKS
)4m(04Pˆ   from 
GEKS
)4m(03P  ): 
                                                 
50 Cf. tab. A.6. The correct result should be unity (as all reasonable direct indices are P24 = 1). 
51 Cf. tab A.8. and text below tab. A.9. 
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Tab. A.11: Fisher price indices in a four-period regular cycle  
(The superscript F is dropped for convenience of presentation) 
 0 1 2 3 4 = 0 5 = 1 6 = 2 7 = 3 
0 1 P01  P02 P03 1 P01 P02 P03 
1 1/P01 1 P12 P13 1/P01 1 P12 P13 
2 1/P02 1/P12 1 P23 1/P02 1/P12 1 P23 
3 1/P03 1/P13 1/P23 1 1/P03 1/P13 1/P23 1 
4 = 0 1 P01 P02 P03 1 P01 P02 P03 
5 = 1 1/P01 1 P12 P13 1/P01 1 P12 P13 
6 = 2 1/P02 1/P12 1 P23 1/P02 1/P12 1 P23 
7 = 3 1/P03 1/P13 1/P23 1 1/P03 1/P13 1/P23 1 
L34 = L78 = L11,12 = …=  4 F
01
F
02
F
31
F
32
2F
30
PP
PP
P =   GEKS )4m(304 F20F32F10F31
2F
30 PPPPPP  .  
Likewise the second link GEKS )4m(0145 PL   serves also as L89, L12,13 etc. in a cycle as follows:  
m = 4 (the first link is L34) 
L34 = L78 = … L45 = L89 = … L56 = L9,10 = … L67 = L10,11 = … 
① GEKS )4m(30P   ② 
GEKS
)4m(01P   ③
GEKS
)4m(12P   ④ 
GEKS
)4m(23P   
1.481822 0.956459 1.044739 0.675351 
It turns out that the product of these links amounts to unity. Hence just like the direct Fisher 
index the series of RGEKS indices will show a cycle provided that m exactly coincides with 
the length of the completely regular cycle in the price movement.  
Before examining the series of RGEKS indices with various lengths m  4 it seems useful to 
see how the links L23, L34 etc. in the rolling method are in fact simply GEKS indices for vari-
ous windows, referred to as GEKS )w,m(stP , where m is again the length of the window and w the 
number of the window in the sequence of windows. This will be demonstrated with the for-
mulas in the case of m = 3, 6, and 12 in table A.12. 
Also for a rolling GEKS method using m = 3 the same links again reappear after 4 periods, 
however, now (unlike in the case of m = 4) 
 the product of the links (POL) differs from unity, and  
 the links are also no longer simply standard GEKS indices of the first window only. 
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Tab. A.12: Relation between links Lt,t+1 and GEKS-indices  
(notation 
GEKS
)w,m(23P where w = length of window, and m = number of the window) 
m = 3 m = 6 m = 12 
 
w periods involved 
1 0 1 2 
2    1 2 3 
3       2 3 4 
4 …….3 4 5 
L23 =  3 F13F21
2F
23 PPP = 
GEKS
)2,3(23P  
L34 =  3 F24F32
2F
34 PPP = 
GEKS
)3,3(34P  
*)
 
L45 =  3 F35F43
2F
45 PPP = 
GEKS
)4,3(45P  
L56 =  3 F46F54
2F
56 PPP = 
GEKS
)5,3(56P   
= GEKS)1,3(12P  
 
1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
2    1 2 3 4 5 6  
3       2 3 4 5 6 7 
L56 =  6 F16F51F16F51
2F
56 PP...PPP  
= GEKS)2,6(56P  
L67 =  6 F57F65F27F62
2F
67 PP...PPP  
= GEKS)3,6(67P  
L78 = 
GEKS
)4,6(78P  
L89 = 
GEKS
)5,6(89P  
 
1 0 1 2 3 … 10 11 
2    1 2 3  … 10 11 12  
3       2 3 …  10 11 12 13 
L11,12 = 
  12 F 12,10F 102,11F12,2F 2.11
2F
12,11 PP...PPP = 
  12 3F20F32F10F312F30 PPPPP  
= GEKS )2,12(12,11P  = 
GEKS
)2,8(78P  = 
GEKS
)2,4(34P  
L12,13 = 
GEKS
)3,4(45P  
L13,14 = 
GEKS
)4,4(56P  
L14,15 = 
GEKS
)4,4(67P  
*) note that P34 = P30 and P24 = P20 
Tab. A.13: Links for the rolling method and GEKS indices  
The numbers ①, ②,… indicate the sequence in which new links are needed for obtaining the RGEKS 
results (for m = 4 see above) 
 m = 3  m = 4 m = 5 
L23 ① GEKS)2,3(23P =  3 F13F21
2F
23 PPP  = 0.662408 
  
L34 ② GEKS)3,3(34P  =  3 F20F32
2F
30 PPP = 1.442704 * 
① GEKS)2,4(34
GEKS
)1,4(30 PP    
L45 ③ GEKS)4,3(45P =  3 F31F03
2F
01 PPP = 0.929593 * 
② GEKS)3,4(45
GEKS
)1,4(01 PP   ① 
GEKS
)2,5(45P  0.941672 
L56 ④ GEKS)5,3(56P =  3 F02F10
2F
12 PPP = 1.022937 * 
③ GEKS)4,4(56
GEKS
)1,4(12 PP   ② 
GEKS
)3,5(56P  1.029072 
L67  ④ 
GEKS
)5,4(67
GEKS
)1,4(23 PP   ③ 
GEKS
)4,5(67P  0.666546 
L78   ④ 
GEKS
)5,5(78P 1.461812 
* cf. tab. A12 for the formulas of the GEKS indices. These link indices can also be written as indicated above in 
tab. A.12 (because the price indices for period 4, 5 and 6 equal those of periods 0, 1, and 2), but there is no m = 3 
window which covers the four periods 0, 1, 2, 3.   
In the following table A.14 (displayed in fig. A.1 and A.2) the results of the RGEKS indices 
for m = 4 are reported together with some other indices, in particular with those where m < 4 
and m > 4. The striking difference is that indices 1...PP GEKS )4m(08
GEKS
)4m(04    just like the 
F
t0P  in-
dices, whereas RGEKS indices with m = 3 and m = 5 don't follow this pattern and show a 
(negatively sloped) trend much like the chain index Ft0P . 
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Table A.14 
t rolling m = 4 rolling m = 3 rolling m = 5 
F
t0P * 
F
t0P  
1 0.956459 0.934296 0.941672 0.884776 0.884776 
2 0.999250 0.955726 1.001235 0.857099 1.009217 
3 0.674845 0.633081 0.684083 0.542077 0.722315 
4 1 0.913348 1 0.750472 = 
F
04P  1 
5 0.956459 0.849042 0.941672 0.663999 0.884776 
6 0.999250 0.868517 0.969049 0.643229 1.009217 
7 0.674845 0.575312 0.645915 0.406814 0.722315 
8 1 0.830006 0.944206 0.563208 =  2F04P  1 
9 0.956459 0.771568 0.889133 0.498313 0.884776 
10 0.999250 0.789265 0.914982 0.482725 1.009217 
11 0.674845 0.522816 0.609877 0.305302 0.722315 
12 1 0.754268 0.891525 0.422672 =  3F04P  1 
13 0.956459 0.701163 0.839525 0.373970 0.884776 
14 0.999250 0.717245 0.863931 0.362271 1.009217 
15 0.674845 0.475109 0.575850 0.229121 0.722315 
16 1 0.685442 0.841784 0.317203 =  4F04P  1 
17 0.956459 0.637182 0.792684 0.280654 0.884776 
18 0.999250 0.651797 0.815729 0.271874 1.009217 
19 0.674845 0.431756 0.543721 0.171949 0.722315 
20 1 0.622896 0.794818 0.238052 =  5F04P  1 
* It is interesting to see that in this numerical example after each cycle the chain index is only three quarter of 
what it was before, because the chain index is  ¾ = 0.75. After two full cycles the level is reduced to about 
(¾)
2
 = 9/16 = 0.5625 (The exact value according to the table is 0.5632). 
In the case of m = 3 the product of the links (POL)52 amounts to 3 F04
3 F
30
F
23
F
12
F
01 PPPPP  = 
0.908751 (note that F34
F
30 PP  ). Hence each cycle ends up with a value 9.12% less (1 - 0.90876 
= 0.09124): 0.830 is 9.12% less than 0.9113, and 0.754 is in turn 9.12% less than 0.830 etc.  
The RGEKS procedure with m = 3 for example of linking starts with  3 F12F01
2F
02
GEKS
)3m(02 PPPP   = 
0.955726. Multiplying 
GEKS
)3m(02P   by L23 = 
GEKS
)1,3(23P = 0.662408 gives 
GEKS
)3m(03Pˆ   = 0.633081 as op-
posed to 
EKS
)4m(03P   =  4 F23F02F13F01
2F
03 PPPPP = 0.674845.  
In the situation of m = 5 the first window covers periods 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, so that the first link 
needed is   5 F015 F31F03F21F02
2F
01
F
0145 CPPPPPPPL   where C is equal to  
4GEKS
)4m(01P  , and L45 may be 
written as GEKS)2,5(45P . In the same manner L56 = 
GEKS
)3,5(56P . Again the product of the links (POL) is no 
longer unity but 5
F
04
5 F
30
F
23
F
12
F
01 PPPPP  = 0.944206, so that the index declines over each cycle by 
                                                 
52 Cf. tab. A.16 for details about the regular pattern of the four links and their product for various values of m. 
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5.6%. Hence after four full cycles from t = 4 up to t = 20 the value is only (0.944206)
4
 = 
0.7948, that is 20.52% less than in t = 4.  
3.2 Trend and smoothing 
Such observations suggest that the time series of the index numbers will possess an ever less 
negatively sloped trend, i.e. is becoming more and more horizontal, as m increases. However, 
the values m = 4, m = 8, …. in the sequence of increasing values of m seem to form an excep-
tion in which no negative slope exists.  
Figure A.1 (time series of price indices, data of tab. A.14) 
0
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1,2
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Fig. A.1 shows how PF = Ft0P  and RG-4 = 
GEKS
)4m(t0P   oscillate regularly around the mean with no 
trend (or a horizontal trend) while chain = Ft0P  is clearly characterized by a negatively sloped 
trend (see fig. A.2). Obviously the amplitude in Ft0P  is continually decreasing and tab. A.15 
indeed confirms that the standard deviation is decreasing over four adjacent cycles of four 
periods (or "steps") in which the level of the index is constantly decreasing.  
Tab. A.15 (cycles of Ft0P ) 
 t = 0 to t = 3 4 to 7 8 to 11 12 to 15 16 to 19 
1 1 0.750472 0.563208 0.422672 0.317203 
2 0.884776 0.663999 0.498313 0.373970 0.280654 
3 0.857099 0.643229 0.482725 0.362271 0.271874 
4 0.542077 0.406814 0.305302 0.229121 0.171949 
mean 0.820988 0.616129 0.326774 0.347008 0.253675 
std.dev. 0.906084 0.784939 0.571641 0.589074 0.503661 
Fig. A.2 shows in perhaps an even more pronounced way that the trend seems to be a function 
of m (except for those m's that are multiples of 4 and where the time series of RGEKS index 
numbers looks quite similar to the direct Fisher price index as displayed in fig. A.1).  
In fig. A.2 also the trend-functions are being reported and it can be seen that the slope changes 
from – 0.0326 in the case of the chain index Ft0P  (or equivalently the 
GEKS
)2m(t0P   index) to – 0.0114 
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which confirms the conjecture above that in principle a greater m causes a less negatively 
sloped trend. This is also in line with the results concerning the standard deviations (see table 
below fig. A.2).  
Figure A.2: Trends in RGEKS indices 
 
 
 F
t0P  
GEKS
)3m(t0P   
GEKS
)5m(t0P    
GEKS
)4m(t0P   
F
t0P   
std.dev. 0.204381 0.146785 0.138556  0.135554 0.115829 
slope (trend) - 0.032556 - 0.017626 - 0.011444  - 0.000728 0.000221 
Also the pattern followed by the links (in particular the product of the links, POL) is quite 
similar to what we found for the trends. With the exception of m = 4 and m = 8 the POL 
seems to be continually increasing (and tending to 1) as m increases from m = 3 to m = 9. 
Tab. A.16: The regular pattern of the four links for GEKS indices of various m 
 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 m = 6 m = 7 m 8  m = 9 
b)
 
L23 0.662408       
L34 1.442704 1.481822      
L45 0.929593 0.956459 0.941672     
L56 1.022937 1.044739 1.029072 1.018758    
L67 0.662408 0.675351 0.666546 0.660739 0.669774   
L78 1.442704 1.481822 1.461812 1.448622 1.464929 1.481822  
L89 0.929593 0.956459 0.941672 0.931941 0.991093 0.956459 0.948216 
L9,10 1.022937 1.044739 1.029072 1.018758 1.035339 1.044739 1.036006 
L10,11 0.662408 0.675351 0.666546 0.660739 0.669774 0.675351 0.670445 
L11,12 1.442704 1.481822 1.461812 1.448622 1.464929 1.481822 1.470672 
POL
a)
 
3 F
04P = 
0.908751 
1 
5 F
04P = 
0.944206 
3 F
04P = 
0.908751 
7 F
04P = 
0.959822 
1 
9 F
04P = 
0.968608 
a) POL = product of the four links 
b) m = 10 generates exactly the same pattern of links as does m = 5 (much like m = 8 and m=4) 
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With m = 2 the POL is of course F04P = 0.750472. Note that the POL is the same in m = 6 and 
m = 3 although the links themselves are a bit different. For all values of m we find the same 
periods of a rather high growth of the price level (this applies to the transitions 3  4, 7  8, 
11  12 etc. indicated by orange colour) and the same periods with a rather large decline of 
the price level (this applies to the transitions 2  3, 6  7, 10  11 etc., blue coloured 
fields).  
As tab. A.16 already showed, the links in the RGEKS approach with m = 6 (for the GEKS )6m(t0Pˆ  in-
dices) differ from those of m = 3 (for the GEKS )3m(t0Pˆ   indices). For example the first link needed 
for GEKS )6m(06Pˆ   is L56(m=6) =  6 F
45
F
35
F
25
F
15
F
46
F
36
F
26
F
16
2F
56
PPPP
PPPP
P = 1.018758. In the case of m = 3, however, the 
equivalent link L56(m=3) is given by  3 F
45
F
46
2F
56
P
P
P = = 1.022937 (in the case of m = 3 it is the 
fourth link after having already gained GEKS )3m(03Pˆ  , 
GEKS
)3m(04Pˆ  , and 
GEKS
)3m(05Pˆ   in the rolling 
[chainlinking] manner).  
So evidently the expressions L56(m=6) and L56(m=3) are a bit different, although the product of all 
four links L56, …, L89 is identically 3
F
04P . Consequently also the resulting series of the indices 
(gained in the standard GEKS manner up to P0,m-1, or gained by linking for t > m-1) are differ-
ent, as can be seen in tab. A. 17: 
Tab. A.17:  
RGEKS indices for various values of m (in grey fields for t  m index is gained by linking)  
 m = 4  m = 8   m = 3 m = 6 m = 7 
P01 0.956459 0.956459  0.934296 0.931941 0.946897 
P02 0.999250 0.999250  0.955726 0.975630 0.965897 
P03 0.674845 0.674845  0.633081 0.696626 0.668323 
P04 1 1  0.913348 1 1 
P05 0.956459 0.956459  0.849042 0.931941 0.946897 
P06 0.999250 0.999250  0.868517 0.94923 0.980339 
P07 0.674845 0.674845  0.575312 0.627321 0.656619 
st.dev. 0,151245  0,151762 0,147697 0,150277 
slope 0,140025  - 0,036979 - 0,026120 - 0,021206 
It can easily be seen why the rolling method with m = 4 and m = 8 provides the same indices 
irrespective of whether gained from the standard approach (P01 through P07 in the case of m = 
8) or by linking (as for example P04 through P07 in the case of m = 4).53 
The standard GEKS index m = 8 for P01 reads as follows 
   8 F61F06F51F05F41F04F01F31F03F21F02
2F
01
GEKS
)8m(01 PPPPPPPPPPPPP  , and due to the circularity, the second factor 
(in brackets), that is F61
F
06
F
51
F
05
F
41
F
04 PPPPPP  can be written as  
                                                 
53 A similar situation is given with m = 10 relative to m = 5, but not – as just mentioned – in the case m = 6 as 
compared to m = 3. 
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F
31
F
03
F
21
F
02
F
01
F
01 PPPP1PP1   =   F31F03F21F02
2F
01 PPPPP , so that the whole expression boils down to 
   8 F01F31F03F21F02
2F
01
F
01
F
31
F
03
F
21
F
02
2F
01
GEKS
)8m(01 PPPPPPPPPPPPP      GEKS )4m(018
4GEKS
)4m(01
4GEKS
)4m(01 PPP   . And by 
the same token we have GEKS )4m(02
GEKS
)8m(02 PP    etc. 
4. Another look at the numerical example from M. Ribe 
We finally come to some interesting observations from a numerical example presented in a 
paper for Ottawa Group Meeting 2011 by Martin Ribe (Statistics Sweden)54. His example is 
characterized by some sharp price changes between two periods and also constant prices over 
two periods. Also Ribe made the assumption that there is a repetitive (cyclical) movement of 
prices and quantities in that way that prices and quantities in t = 4, 5, … are the same as those 
in t = 0,1, …. (see tab. A.18). 
Tab. A.18 Numerical example of Ribe Ft0P , 5513P
F
01   
t p1 p2 q1 q2   1 2 3 4 (= 0) 
0 100 100 10 10  0 5513  7526  1 1 
1 30 100 100 10  1  1 53165  1355  
2 30 100 20 10  2   106225  2675  
3 100 100 2 10  3    1 
Because of the equality of 4 and 0 we have P14 = (P41)
-1
 = (P01)
-1
 etc. 
The noteworthy feature of this example is that prices remain constant between 1 and 2 so that 
F
12P = 1 and likewise 
F
03P = 1, as well as 
F
04P  = 
F
34P  = 1  
On the other hand we have standard GEKS indices (m = 4 and m = 5) as follows:  
P0t GEKS (m = 4) GEKS (m = 5) 
GEKS
12P  1.100482 1.121759 
GEKS
03P  0.926184 0.940498  
GEKS
34P  L34 = 1.0848  1.063267 
and all these figures in the table ( GEKS12P ,
GEKS
03P , and 
GEKS
34P ) should amount to unity (as the cor-
responding FstP  correctly does). The situation is different, however, as regards 
GEKS
04P . Note that 
L34 =   
1GEKS
03P   4 F20F32F10F31
2F
30 PPPPP , and for this reason 
EKS
)4m(04Pˆ   = 
EKS
)4m(03P   L34 = 1 (as in the 
table below). Hence for EKS )4m(04Pˆ  , or 
GEKS
)5m(04P   we in fact end up with unity as it should be, and 
the oddity now lies in Ft0P  because 
F
04P  1 although 1P
F
04  : 
t GEKS
3m(t0P   
GEKS
)4m(t0P   
GEKS
)5m(t0P   
F
t0P  
F
t0P  
1 0.518218 0.529948  0.520888  0.486172 0.486172 
2 0.552371 0.583198  0.584311 0.588784 0.486172 
3 1.023471 0.926184  0.940498  1 0.708319 
4 1.077153 1 1 1 0.708319 
See fig. A.3 for a graphical representation of this result (where G3 = 
GEKS
3m(t0P  , PF = 
F
t0P  etc.). 
                                                 
54 available in the internet (paper of  2012), and quoted in the references above. 
Note that Ft0P  rightly re-
mains constant so that F02P  
= F01P = 0.486 because 12P , 
= 1; also F04P  = 
F
03P  = 0.708. 
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With m = 2 (the chain index) this is definitely not possible, because as F01
F
01
GEKS
)2m(01 PPP   
holds by definition F01
GEKS
)2m(01 PP   =1 is incompatible with 
F
01P 1. However, with m = 3 
 3 F21F02
2F
01
GEKS
)3m(01 PPPP  = 1 requires  
2F
01P  = 
F
20
F
12PP   1 because 
F
01P  1 by assumption and from 
 4 F31F03F21F02
2F
01
GEKS
)4m(01 PPPPPP   =1 follows   F30F13F20F12
2F
01 PPPPP   1 and in the same manner 
1PGEKS )5m(01   is tantamount to  
2F
01P  = 
F
40
F
14
F
30
F
13
F
20
F
12 PPPPPP   1 etc., and there seems to be no reason 
why such constellations of index numbers should not occur. Perhaps they tend to be more 
likely - in principle at least - when m is getting larger. 
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Interestingly GEKS indices indicate 
a change (where constancy prevails 
for example GEKS )4m(02P   > 
GEKS
)4m(01P   de-
spite 1P12  ). In summary, what 
makes Ribe's example most inter-
esting is the fact that (R)GEKS 
indices can be > 1 or < 1 although 
prices did not change. 
This raises the question: Can the 
opposite situation ( 1PGEKS)m(st  despite 
different prices in s and t, say 0 and 
1, so that FstP =
F
01P 1) occur? 
Fig. A.3 
 
